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Preface
This documents contains the proceedings of PLACES’08, the 1st Workshop on
Programming Language Approaches to Concurrency and CommunicationcEntric Software, held in Oslo, Norway, on June 7, 2008, co-located with the
DisCoTec federated conferences.
PLACES aims to offer a forum where researchers from different fields exchange new ideas on one of the central challenges in programming in near future,
the development of programming methodologies and infrastructures where concurrency and distribution are a norm rather than a marginal concern.
The Program Committee, after a careful and thorough reviewing process, selected for inclusion in the programme 10 papers out of 14 submissions. Each
submission was evaluated by at least two referees, and the accepted papers were
selected during one week electronic discussions.
The volume opens with the abstracts for the invited contributions by Jan Vitek
(Purdue University) and and Alan Mycroft (University of Cambridge), and continues with the ten technical papers.
Places’08 was made possible by the contribution and dedication of many people. First of all, we would like to thank all the authors who submitted papers for
consideration. Secondly we would like to thank our invited and tutorial speakers.
We would also like to thank the members of the Program Committee for their careful reviews, and the balanced discussions during the selection process. Dimitris
Mostrous helped to set up a web page for the PC discussion. Finally, we acknowledge the Discotec general chairs, Frank Eliassen and Einar Broch Johnsen, and
the Workshop chair Amy L. Murphy.
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Invited Talk
Programming Models for Concurrency and
Real-time
Jan Vitek
Purdue University
Modern real-time systems are increasingly large, complex and concurrent programs which must meet stringent performance and predictability requirements.
Programming those systems require fundamental advances in programming languages and runtime systems. This talk presents our work on Flexotasks, a programming model for concurrent, real-time systems inspired by stream-processing
and concurrent active objects. Some of the key innovations in Flexotasks are that
it support both real-time garbage collection and region-based memory with an
ownership type system for static safety. Communication between tasks is performed by channels with a linear type discipline to avoid copy of messages, and
by a non-blocking transactional memory facility. We have evaluated our model
empirically within two distinct implementations, one based on Purdue’s Ovm research virtual machine framework and the other on Websphere, IBM’s production
real-time virtual machine. We have written a number of small programs, as well
as a 30 KLOC avionics collision detector application. We show that Flexotasks
are capable of executing periodic threads at 10 KHz with a standard deviation of
1.2us and have performance competitive with hand coded C programs.
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Invited Tutorial
Enhancing program structures for communication
or what do we want sensor-driven systems to tell us?
Alan Mycroft
University of Cambridge
Increasingly, the world of computation is no longer ”data entry, compute, output”; rather, it consists of islands of reasonably understood autonomous computation connected by communication. Examples range from interactive websites to
wireless-enabled car satellite navigation units. In such systems, communication
is typically understood at a very low level—a programmer works with streams,
packets and re-tries, often expressed as part of a program library. We believe that
if systems are to get larger and more reliable, higher-level communication specifications will become essential. By considering a range of systems, including computer architectures, sensor-based computing and client-server web applications,
we identify the core issues presented by today’s standard techniques for expressing communication. We then describe some future approaches which attempt to
address these deficiencies.
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Encapsulation and Dynamic Modularity
in the π-calculus
Daniel Hirschkoff, Aurélien Pardon, Damien Pous
ENS Lyon, Université de Lyon, CNRS, INRIA

Tom Hirschowitz

Samuel Hym

LAMA, Université de Savoie, CNRS

LIFL, Lille

Abstract
We report on work in progress in the study of high level constructs for
component-oriented programming in a distributed setting. We propose
an extension of the higher-order π-calculus intended to capture several
important mechanisms related to component programming, such as dynamic update, reconfiguration and code migration. In order to validate
the definition of our calculus, we study its implementability by describing
an abstract machine for the distributed execution of processes. In doing
this, we are led to define a type system to check statically some properties that are needed for the correct execution of processes. We describe
current and future directions of research in our programme.

1

A Core Calculus for Dynamic Modularity

This paper describes work on component-oriented programming and the πcalculus. Our long term goal is the design and implementation of a prototype
programming language meeting the following requirements.
- It should be suitable for concurrent, distributed programming. For instance,
usual distributed, parallel algorithms should be easily implementable, as well as
lower-level communication infrastructure for networks. Furthermore, it should
enjoy a well-understood and tractable behavioural theory.
- It should provide constructs for modularity, in the standard, informal sense
that programs should be built as an assembly of independent computation units
(or modules) interacting at explicit interfaces. Moreover, modularity should
come with encapsulation features, e.g., it should be possible to exchange two
modules implementing the same interface without affecting the rest of the code.
- The modular structure of programs should be available at execution time,
so as to ease standard dynamic operations such as migration, dynamic update,
or passivation of modules. We call this requirement dynamic modularity. The
notion of dynamic modularity gathers the most challenging features of component based programming we are interested in modelling and analysing.
- Finally, we are seeking a reasonably implementable language, at least permitting rapid prototyping of distributed applications.
For lack of space, we give mostly informal descriptions of our contributions.
The current state of our technical definitions (in draft form), as well as the
1
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implementation described in Sect. 2, are available from [7].
In order to provide a formal treatment of the questions described above, we
study an extension of the higher-order π-calculus, called kπ. We choose the
π-calculus for two main reasons: first, message-based concurrency seems an appropriate choice to define a model for concurrent programming at a reasonable
level of abstraction. Second, working in the setting of a process algebra like
the π-calculus makes it possible to define a core formalism in which we can
analyse the main questions, both theoretical and pragmatic, related to the implementation of primitives for dynamic modularity. Third, we might hope for
this to benefit from the considerable amount of research that has been made on
π-calculus based formalisms.
Our calculus inherits ideas from numerous previous studies, among which [6,
5, 3], and in particular the Kell calculus [2, 9]. The grammar for processes is as
follows, – we suppose two sets of names (a, m, k, x) and process variables (X):
P, Q
M

::=

::=

P |P

(νn) P

0 n[P ] X

ahni ahP i

R

::=

M.P

R.P

a(x) a(X) n[X]

In addition to the usual π-calculus constructs, we have modules, n[P ], which
can be seen as located processes (note that modules can be nested). M.P is a
process willing to emit (first- or higher-order) message M and then proceed as
P . R . P stands for a process willing to acquire a resource: this can mean either
receiving a first- or higher-order message (cases a(x) and a(X), respectively),
or passivating a module.
n1
Due to space limitations, we only provide an m
informal description of the (reduction based) opn2
erational semantics. A kπ term describes a con- k1
figuration consisting of a hierarchy of modules, in
n3
a
which processes are executed. Given some kπ prok2
k3
0
cesses P, Pi , Qi , the diagram we present depicts a
b
process of the form
(νa)(m[P ] | n1 [P10 | n2 [P20 | n3 [P30 ]]] | k1 [(νb)(Q1 | k2 [Q2 ] | k3 [Q3 ])])
(note that the localisation of the restrictions on a and b does not appear on the
picture). There are basically two forms of interaction in kπ: communication
and passivation. Communication involves the transmission of a name or of a
process; it is distant, in the sense that ahbi.P can synchronise with a receiver
a(x) . Q sitting in a different location, provided they share the name a. On the
picture, a process running in k3 can exchange messages with another one in n3
(using channel a), as well as with a third process running in k2 (using channel
b). On the contrary, passivation is local: only a process running at n1 is able to
passivate module n2 . This is described by the following reduction axiom:
n[P ] | n[X] . Q

→

Q{P/X}

(up to structural congruence, the module being passivated and the process that
takes control over it must be in parallel – as usual, {P/X} denotes capture
avoiding substitution). Passivation is a central construct in our formalism, and
can be used to implement very different kinds of manipulations related to dynamic modularity. For instance, taking Q = n0 [X] in the above reduction leads
2
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to a simple operation of module renaming; with Q = chXi, the module n will be
‘frozen’ and marshalled into a message to be sent on channel c; finally, taking
Q = n[X] | n0 [X] makes it possible to duplicate a computation. From the operational point of view, the last two examples clearly involve much more costly
operations than the first one.
Restricted names as localised resources. An important commitment that
we make in the design of kπ is that, contrarily to several existing proposals, we
do not allow channel names to be extruded across module boundaries: neither do
we include an axiom of the form n[(νb) P ] ≡ (νb) n[P ] in structural congruence,
nor do we implement name extrusion across modules along reduction steps that
would require it.
This design choice is related to the notion of module that we put forward
in kπ: indeed, if we were to allow name extrusion, the possibility to passivate
a module with or without one of its restrictions (depending on whether we perform extrusion before passivation) would give rise to unpredictable behaviours
(see [9]). Therefore, we interpret the names declared inside a module as private resources, that should remain local to that module. Passivating module n
hence means getting hold of the local computations, as well as of the resources
allocated in n. Typically, names allocated in module n can be viewed either
as temporary resources allocated for the computations taking place at n, or as
methods provided for submodules of n, for which n acts as a library.
As a consequence, the user is made aware of the localisation of resources; this
choice also helps considerably in the implementation of kπ, essentially because
we always know how to route messages to channels (see below; a similar idea is
present in existing implementations of π-calculus related process algebras, such
as [4]). At the same time, this hinders the expressiveness of message passing: a
process willing to send a name n outside the module where the restriction on n is
hosted is stuck. Consequently, for two distant agents to share a common name,
this name should be allocated at a place that is visible for both, i.e., above them
in the hierarchy of modules. In other words, extrusion is not transparent to the
user, and has to be programmed when necessary. Of course, there are situations
where one would like to allocate a new name outside the current module. It
turns out that a corresponding primitive for remote allocation, νn@m, can be
added at small cost to our implementation (Sect. 2).
Experiments with examples show that the idioms we would like to be able
to program are compatible with the discipline we enforce in kπ. Further investigations need to be made, in particular with larger examples, in order to
understand the possibilities offered by programming in kπ.

2

A Distributed Implementation

In this section, we describe a distributed abstract machine that implements kπ.
This machine abstracts from issues such as data representation, to focus on the
implementation of distributed communication in the presence of passivation.
The design of this machine has been tested on a prototypical distributed implementation, so as to make sure that our implementation choices are reasonable.
Computation units. The first (standard) feature of our machine is that
it flattens the hierarchy of computation units: for example, each of the seven
modules in the picture shown above is executed in its own asynchronous location
3
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by the machine. In order to retain the tree structure, each location stores and
maintains the list of its children locations. As expected, when a module creates
a sub-module, the latter is spawned in a fresh location. In order to make sure
that locations can be implemented in an asynchronous way, we let them interact
only by means of (asynchronous) messages.
Communications. The protocol for distant communication is rather standard: a process willing to send a message sends it to the location holding the
queue that implements the channel; accordingly, a process willing to receive a
message sends its location to the queue location and suspends execution, so that
it can be awaken when a message is available. Using our interpretation of modules, the natural location to run the channel queue is that of the module that
created the name; this is made possible by our choice to prevent the channel
name from being extruded out of this module: if the module gets passivated,
any process trying to communicate on the channel will get passivated as well.
Passivation. First, passivation cannot be atomic, because the hierarchy of
modules has been flattened, as described above (this departs importantly from
the machine in [1]). Thus, we implement it in an incremental fashion, from the
passivated module down to its sub modules, transitively. Along the propagation
of a passivation session, we must handle two main sources of interferences:
- First, in the case where some sub module has already started a passivation,
our machine gives priority to the inner passivation session – the other option
being to cancel the latter and let the dominating passivation proceed instead.
- More importantly, we need to clean up running communication sessions
in the passivated sub modules. As explained above, this is not problematic
for communication on names belonging to the passivated module. For communications on names that reside above the passivated module, we use simple
interactions with the modules owning these names: status messages are used to
query whether commitment to a communication already occurred, so that the
computation can be either completed or aborted.
Distributed Implementation. We have written an OCaml implementation
of this abstract machine [7]. This implementation exploits two libraries: one for
high-level communications, where message passing is executed either as memory write-ups or as socket communication, depending on whether it is local or
distant; and another one for communication, thunkification and spawning of
OCaml threads, together with their sets of defined names (to optimise the process of passivation, the data structure implementing a module comes with a
table collecting all names known by the module). Finally, each syntactic construction of kπ is compiled into a simple function that uses the previous libraries
along the lines of the formal specification of the machine. In particular, we do
not need to manipulate explicit abstract syntactic trees at runtime.
A type system to prevent illegal name extrusions. In order for the
previous algorithms to be correct, we need to make sure that names are not
extruded outside their defining module. A solution would be to inspect the
content of each message at runtime, and to block illegal communications. In
order to avoid the inefficiencies induced by this approach, we rely on a type
system to enforce statically this confinement policy: a well-typed term will
never attempt to extrude a name out of its scope.
Our type system exploits an analysis of the hierarchy of modules to detect
ill-formed communications. An output ahni is licit only if the restriction binding
4
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n is above the one binding a in the structure of modules (or if n is free in the
process). If, instead of a or n, we have names bound to be received (as in, e.g.,
c(x) . ahxi), then the type information associated to the transmitting channels
gives an approximation of the module where the names being communicated
are allocated (intuitively, this information boils down to “name x is allocated
above module named m and under module named k” – both informations are
necessary, because the name instanciating x may then be used either as medium
or as object of communication). The communication of process values follows
the same ideas: in ahP i, we impose that all free names of P should be allocated
above a. Consequently, in the type of module names (resp. of channels over
which processes are transmitted), we provide a spatial bound of this kind on
the free names of the process being executed (resp. communicated).
In addition to the standard property of subject reduction, correctness of our
type system is expressed by showing that every typeable process is well scoped,
which intuitively means that such a process does not attempt to emit a name
outside its scope. Since this property is preserved by reduction, we can avoid
checking for scope extrusions at run time.
Correctness of the abstract machine. To validate our implementation
of kπ, we should formally state and prove that the execution of the encoding
of a kπ term corresponds in some sense to the original, source, process. The
reductions of a kπ process and the execution of a machine state are described
by two labelled transition systems. We could hope to establish a bisimulation
result, providing evidence that the compiled version essentially exhibits the
same behaviour as the source process. However, because passivation is not
atomic in our setting (contrarily to [1]), this is not possible. Indeed, consider
the following process: m[ ahui | n[bhvi] ] | m[X] . Q. The actual execution
of the passivation of m may go through a state where the emission on b is
blocked while the one on a is still active; such a state has no counterpart in
the original calculus. Instead, correctness of our machine is stated as a coupled
bisimulation result [8]: although this behavioural equivalence is weaker than
plain bisimulation, it entails operational equivalence (any kπ reduction step can
be simulated by the machine, and any reduction step of the machine can be
completed into a step of the calculus).

3

Future Work

Module Interfaces. As it is, the type system of Sect. 2 associates to a
module name a rudimentary information, which is only related to the regions
accessed by processes running within this module (properties like “this module
has only access to references situated above module m”). It would be interesting
to define more informative module interfaces, that in particular would describe
the behaviour associated to the usage of the names hosted by the module (as well
as the interfaces associated to submodules, recursively). Existing type systems
for π-calculus based formalisms, as well as for object-oriented languages, should
be relevant for this.
Handling (re)binding. In its current form, kπ only makes it possible to
implement limited forms of dynamic modularity. When a module is passivated,
it can be moved around, duplicated, and computation can be resumed, as long

5
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as the confinement constraints associated to the localisation of restrictions are
respected. In writing examples in kπ, it appears that it would be helpful, when
passivating a module, to be able to somehow disconnect it from some of the local
resources it is using. This would make it possible to send the passivated module
outside the scope of the names it was using, to another site where computation
can be resumed after connecting again to another bunch of resources. Extending
kπ with mechanisms for dynamic (re)binding while keeping the possibility to
assert statically properties of modules about their usage of resources is a difficult
task. The work on Acute [10] may provide interesting inspiration for this.
Optimisations of the machine. The definition and implementation of the
abstract machine plays an essential role in the design of kπ, because it provides
practical insight on the main design decisions behind the formal model. In
addition to that, the implementation also suggests several improvements or
extensions, that we would like to study further. We have already mentioned
the primitive for remote name allocation νn@m, an operation that in principle
can be encoded, but comes at a very low cost as a primitive, given the current
design of the machine. Another direction worth investigating is how the general
behaviour of the machine can be specialised by taking into account informations
such as, e.g., the fact that a whole module hierarchy runs on a single machine.
Proof of correctness. The abstract machine of Sect. 2 provides a rather
low-level description of how kπ processes should be executed in a distributed
setting. Proving its correctness, i.e., that the result of the compilation exhibits
the same behaviour as the original source process, is a challenging task. The
main difficulty is that proofs of this kind tend to be a really large piece of mathematics; appropriate techniques are necessary to render them more tractable,
in order to be able to complete them. This is the case in our setting, notably
because the passivation mechanism brings several technical subtleties.
Behavioural equivalences. Not only do we want to execute kπ programs,
but we also would like to state and prove their properties. At a foundational
level, we would be interested in analysing the notion of behavioural equivalence
provided in kπ, and in understanding the role of passivation in this respect.
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1

Introduction

Session types [7, 4] are an increasingly popular technique for specifying and
verifying protocols in concurrent and distributed systems. In a setting of pointto-point private-channel-based communication, the session type of a channel
describes the sequence and type of messages that can be sent on it. For example
& hservice : ! [int] . ?[bool] . end, quit : endi
describes the server’s view of a channel on which a client can select either service
or quit. In the former case, the client then sends an integer and receives a
boolean; in the latter case, the protocol ends. From the client’s viewpoint, the
channel has a dual type in which the direction of messages is reversed:
⊕ hservice : ?[int] . ! [bool] . end, quit : endi
Session types provide concise specifications of protocols and allow certain properties of protocol implementations to be verified by static typechecking. Originally formulated for languages similar to pi-calculus, type systems incorporating session types have now been defined for other language paradigms including
object-oriented languages [2] and service-oriented systems [1].
The theory of session types was developed in order to analyse a particular
correctness criterion for concurrent systems: that every message is of the type
expected by the receiver, and that whenever a client selects a service, the server
offers a matching service. Igarashi and Kobayashi [5] have taken a different
approach to type-theoretic specifications of concurrent systems, by developing a
single generic type system for the pi-calculus from which numerous specific type
systems can be obtained by varying certain parameters. Their motivation is to
express the common aspects of a range of type systems, enabling much of the
work of designing typing rules and proving type soundness to be packaged into
a general theory instead of being worked out for each case. In the generic type
system, types are abstractions of processes, so that the typing rules display a
very direct correspondence between the structure of processes and the structure
of types. There is also a subtyping relation, which can be modified in order
to obtain specific type systems; this allows, for example, a choice of retaining
1 Department

of Computing Science, University of Glasgow
at Instituto de Telecomunicações and Departamento de Matemática, IST, Technical
University of Lisbon
2 SQIG
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or discarding information about the order of communications. A logic is provided in which to define an ok predicate that is interpreted both as a desired
runtime property of processes and as a correctness condition for typings. This
double interpretation allows a generic type soundness theorem to be proved, but
means that type checking becomes more like model checking unless the specific
subtyping relation can be exploited to yield an efficient type checking algorithm.
Kobayashi [6, Section 10] has stated that the generic type system (GTS)
subsumes session types, although without presenting a specific construction.
The purpose of the present paper is to clarify the relationship. This is relevant
to the design of programming languages for distributed systems. For example: if
we want an object-oriented language with static typing of protocols, is it better
to work directly with session types or to develop an object-oriented formulation
of GTS? However, the present paper considers pi-calculus so that we can study
a precise question about two type systems for essentially the same language.
Kobayashi did not explain what it means for GTS to “subsume” session
types. We interpret it as defining a translation J·K from processes and type
environments in the source language into GTS, satisfying as many of the following conditions as possible. (1) JP K should have a similar structure to P . (2)
There should be a correspondence in both directions between the operational
semantics, ideally P −→ Q if and only if JP K −→ JQK. (3) There should be a
correspondence in both directions between typing derivations, ideally Γ ` P if
and only if JΓK . JP K. (4) Type soundness for session types should follow from
the generic type soundness theorem.
We take the source language to be the version of session types defined by Gay
and Hole [3]. This version does not include the accept/request primitives [7, 4]
and does not consider progress properties [2]. We remove recursive types, for
simplicity, and make some changes to the structural congruence relation, to
remove inessential differences compared with GTS. Three key issues remain.
First, translating the polarities in the source language: x+ and x− refer to the
two endpoints of channel x. Second, translating the labels used in branching
and selection (external and internal choice). Third, obtaining a correspondence
between subtyping in the source language and the subtyping relation which is
always present in GTS. The present paper focuses on the first two points and
does not discuss subtyping. We satisfy conditions (1–4) above in some form,
although the details are more complicated.
From now on we refer to the source language as session processes and the
target language as generic processes.

2

Translation

Processes and types. The languages share common process constructors
(inaction, parallel composition, scope restriction1 , and replication), differing
basically in two ways. In session processes, (1) channels are decorated with
polarities (absent in generic processes), and processes only synchronise if the
subjects have complementary polarities; (2) there are constructors for branch,
an input labelled external choice, and select, to choose a branch of the choice.
Generic processes instead have mixed guarded sums (but no labels), and input
and output actions are decorated with events (taken from a countable set).
1 Following

a suggestion by Kobayashi, we have added a type annotation to ν in GTS.
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C ::= 0 | (P1 | P2 ) | ∗ P
p
p
q
p
q
Source Language P ::= C | (νx : S) P | x ?[y] . P | x ! [y ] . P (x 6= y )
n
| xp . {li : Pi }i=1 | xp / l . P
polarities p ::= + | − | ε
n
n
Session Types S ::= end | ?[S1 ] . S2 | ! [S1 ] . S2 | & hli : Si ii=1 | ⊕ hli : Si ii=1
Pn
Target Language P ::= C | (ν x̃ : τ ) P |
i=1 Gi
guarded processes G ::= x ! [ỹ] . P | x?[ỹ] . P
Pn
Generic Types Γ ::= 0 |
i=1 γi | (Γ1 | Γ2 ) | (Γ1 & Γ2 )
guarded types γ ::= x ! [τ ] . Γ | x?[τ ] . Γ
tuple types τ ::= (x̃)Γ
Common Syntax

Figure 1: Syntax

Since these tags are only relevant for liveness properties like deadlock-freedom,
which we do not address in this work, we omit them.
Consider x, y from a countable set of channels, disjoint from a finite set of
N labels, ranged over by l, li . The grammars in Figure 1 define the languages of
both sessions and generic processes and types. Session processes are monadic
(for simplicity), while generic processes are polyadic (as required by the encoding). A session type environment is a finite mapping from polarised channels
to session types, ∆ = xp11Q: S1 ; . . . ; xpnn : Sn . A generic
Vntype environment is a
n
process type Γ. We write i=1 Pi for P1 | · · · | Pn and i=1 Γi for Γ1 &· · ·&Γn .
We consider the operational semantics of both languages based on a reduction relation. However, for session processes, instead of the original structural
congruence relation, we take the structural preorder of the generic processes.
Encoding processes and type environments. For each input-guarded labelled sum the translation creates a new name for every possible label, sends
them all to the channel subject of the input, and waits in an input-guarded
sum where the subjects correspond to the labels in the original process and a
fresh channel is received for the continuation of the protocol. Output selection
is encoded dually.
Polarities distinguish between the two endpoints of a channel; communication only occurs between x+ and x− . Erasing polarities would translate processes that do not reduce into processes that reduce. However, it is possible to
solve this problem by inserting some type information into the translated process. But when translating scope restriction, one cannot prefix the body of the
process, otherwise there would be no meaningful operational correspondence.
Therefore, for each source channel we introduce a pair of target channels, one
for each polarity, and a forwarder between them, which is in parallel with the
translated process.
Let σ be a numbering of the labels from 1 to N . For any channels p, m,
the rules in Figure 2 inductively define the forwarder from p to m following
the structure of a session type S. Consider the translation homomorphic for
common processes. The rules in Figure 3 inductively define the translation
Γ
JP Kϕ of the session process P into a generic process, where ϕ is an injective
3
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fw (p, m, end) = 0
fw (p, m,?[S1 ] . S2 ) = m?[z] . p ! [z] . fw (p, m, S2 )
fw (p, m, ! [S1 ] . S2 ) = p?[z] . m ! [z] . fw (p, m, S2 )
n
fw (p, m, & hli : Si ii=1 ) = p?[κ1 . . . κN ] . (νλ1 . . . λN ) m ! [λ̃] .
Pn
0
0
0
0
0
i=1 λσ(li ) ?[m ] . (νp : LSi | Si M) κσ(li ) ! [p ] . fw (p , m , Si )
n
fw (p, m, ⊕ hli : Si ii=1 ) = m?[κ1 . . . κN ] . (νλ1 . . . λN ) p ! [λ̃] .
Pn
0
0
0
0
0
i=1 λσ(li ) ?[p ] . (νm : LSi | Si M) κσ(li ) ! [m ] . fw (p , m , Si )
Figure 2: Definition of the forwarder
Γ,xp :![S1 ].S2

Jxp ! [y q ] . P Kϕ

Γ,xp :?[S1 ].S2

Jxp ?[y] . P Kϕ

Γ,xp :⊕hl:S,...i

Jxp / l . P Kϕ

Γ,xp :S2

= ϕ(xp ) ! [ϕ(y q )] . JP Kϕ
Γ,xp :S

= ϕ(xp )?[z] . JP Kϕ+{yε27→z}

Γ,xp :S

= ϕ(xp )?[λ1...N ] . (νz : LS | SM) λσ(l) ! [z] . JP Kϕ+{xp 7→z}
p
Pn
Γ,x : hl :P i
Γ,xp :S
Jxp . {li : Pi }Kϕ & i i = (νλ1...N ) ϕ(xp ) ! [λ̃] . i=1 λσ(li ) ?[z] . JPi Kϕ+{xpi7→z}
q
y q
y
Γ
J(νx : S) P Kϕ = (νp, m : (p, m)(Jp : SK | m : S | p : S | Jm : SK))
Γ,x+ :S,x− :S

(fw (p, m, S) | JP Kϕ+{x+ 7→p;x− 7→m} )
Figure 3: Process translation
mapping from the free polarised channels in P to channels of generic processes
and Γ is a session type environment such that Γ ` P (we omit ϕ and Γ when not
relevant). The rules in Figure 4 inductively define the translation of the session
type environment Γ to a generic type environment, where ϕ is an injective
mapping from dom(Γ) to the set of channels. Let LSM stand for (z)Jy : SKy 7→z .
The last rule uses the notion of dual session type (denoted S), which exchanges
inputs and outputs, and branch and selection [3].

3

Results

We state operational and typing correspondences.
Theorem 1. For any well-typed closed session process P , whenever P −→ Q,
then JP K −→n JQK with n = 2 or 4, depending on whether the reduction step is
a communication or a selection.
The extra steps are due to the forwarders and the encoding of labels. We
require the source process to be well-typed to ensure that the forwarders behave correctly. There is also a reverse correspondence. It is complicated to
state correctly, because a forwarder adds a one-place buffer to the synchronous
communication of the pi-calculus; some deadlocked processes in the session calculus can, when translated, take one reduction step. In future, we would like to
obtain a full abstraction result with respect to some behavioural equivalence.

4
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Jxp11 : S1 , . . . , xpnn : Sn Kϕ = Jxp11 : S1 Kϕ | · · · | Jxpnn : Sn Kϕ
Jxp : endKϕ = 0

Jxp : ?[S1 ] . S2 Kϕ = ϕ(xp )?[LS1 M] . Jxp : S2 Kϕ

Jxp : ! [S1 ] . S2 Kϕ = ϕ(xp ) ! [LS1 M] . Jxp : S2 Kϕ


Vn
n
Jxp : & hli : Si ii=1 Kϕ = ϕ(xp ) ! (λ1 , . . . , λN ) i=1 λσ(li ) ! [LSi M]



Vn
n
Jxp : ⊕ hli : Si ii=1 Kϕ = ϕ(xp )? (λ1 , . . . , λN ) i=1 λσ(li ) ! LSi M
Figure 4: Type environment translation
Typing correspondence. Let the subtyping relation of the generic type system be such that: (1) Sequential information about the communications on
different channels is removed (Igarashi and Kobayashi’s Sub-Divide rule); (2)
subtyping can occur beneath a prefix (input or output); (3) type 0 is a subtype
of ∗ 0; (4) the sum operator is idempotent. Moreover, let ok (Γ) hold if and
only if Γ is well-formed (meaning that whenever a communication is possible,
the type sent is a subtype of the one expected by the receiver) and either: Γ
reduces in one step to 0; or for any free
x of Γ, there exists a session
q variable
y
type S such that Γ ↓ {x} ≥ Jx : SK | x : S , where ≥ is the subtyping relation and Γ ↓ {x} is the restriction of Γ to x (that is Γ with all actions whose
subject is not x removed). The first condition ensures a correct use of labels in
a branching/selection, and the second one deals with regular session channels.
Note that ok (Γ) is stable by reductions, meaning that if Γ −→ Γ0 and ok (Γ)
hold, then ok (Γ0 ) holds. This makes ok a proper consistency predicate.
q
y
Lemma 1. p : S | Jm : SK . fw (p, m, S)
Theorem 2 (Completeness). For any session process P and any corresponding
∆
ϕ, if ∆ ` P then J∆Kϕ . JP Kϕ .
The ok predicate is checked in the typing rule for ν, so this theorem implies
that bound channels in JP K are used consistently.
The reverse direction is more difficult to state. GTS types more processes,
for the following reason. Sending a message of type end in the session calculus
removes the channel from the sender’s environment, but in GTS, sending a
message of type 0 does not remove any capabilities.
Theorem 3 (Soundness). Let P be a closed session process. If JP K is welltyped in the generic type system and no type annotation of P is end, then P is
well-typed as a session process.
Since the conditions of the generic type soundness theorem hold in this
setting, we also conclude the desired runtime safety property of session types.

4

Conclusion

We have defined a translation from a system of session types for the π-calculus
into Igarashi and Kobayashi’s generic type system (GTS). We have proved correspondence results between process reductions in the two systems, and between
5
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typing derivations; we can also apply the generic type soundness theorem. The
translation clarifies the relationship between session types and GTS, and provides an interesting application of GTS. Because GTS can also represent more
complex behavioural properties including deadlock-freedom, embedding session
types into it may suggest ways of extending session types with such properties.
In our opinion, despite the translation into GTS, session types themselves
remain of great interest for programming language design, for several reasons.
First, session types are a high-level abstraction for structuring inter-process
communication [7]; preservation of this abstraction and the corresponding programming primitives is very important for high-level programming. Second,
there is now a great deal of interest in session types for languages other than
the π-calculus. Applying GTS would require either translation into π-calculus,
obscuring distinctive programming abstractions, or extension of GTS to other
language, which might not be easy. Third, proofs of type soundness for session
types are conceptually fairly straightforward, even when these are liveness properties, as is frequently the case. The amount of work saved by using the generic
type soundness theorem is relatively small. Fourth, for practical languages we
are very interested in typechecking algorithms for session types; GTS does not
yield an algorithm automatically, so specific algorithms for session types need
to be developed in any case.
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Introduction

A lively research direction in concurrent and distributed computing is pushing
for a synergic design of theoretical frameworks and programming mechanisms
that help theoreticians and practitioners to cope with the complexity of large
system development and analysis. Among others, type-based approaches look
rather handy both for theoretical and applied research. Process calculi provide
a paradigmatic example: they offer a convenient formal setting for modeling
modern systems (e.g., Service Oriented Computing (SOC) [2, 8, 4]) and yield a
natural framework for enforcing desired properties using behavioral types [5].
Recently, researchers have shown a growing interest around the notion of
a multiparty session [6, 1], because typical modern distributed applications can
involve the coordination of many endpoints. Remarkably, SOC adds a further
difficulty as endpoints may be dynamically discovered and assembled. In fact,
SOC aims to the seamless and trustworthy integration of separately developed
computational entities, called services. To achieve this, matching criteria must
be available for comparing a service description against the requirements of the
invoker before binding the two.
µse (read “muse”, after MUltiparty SEssions) [3], is a process calculus for
expressing computations where endpoints dynamically join existing multiparty
sessions. In this context, it is crucial to have type systems for the early detection
of possible sources of incompatibility.
In this paper we consider µse without name passing and intra-site communication (§ 2) and sketch a type system aimed to guarantee a weak form of
compatibility (§ 3), in the sense that all the interactions required by each local
task can be provided either by endpoints currently participating to its session
or by endpoints that can join that session later.
This is work in progress and we plan to refine the type system to have stronger
guarantees. Due to space limitation we cannot give a comprehensive presentation
of our ideas, which will be spelled out in the full version of this paper.
⋆
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S, T ::=
|
|
|
|

l :: a ⇒ P
l :: P
S|T
(νn)S
·
r=s

Service definition
P, Q
Located process
Parallel composition
New name
explicit substitution

::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

0
c.P
install[a ⇒ P ].Q
invoke a.P
mergep e.P
r⊲P
P |Q
(νn)P
rec X.P
X

Empty process
Action prefix
Service installation
Service invocation
Entry-point
Endpoint
Parallel composition
New name
Recursive process
Recursive call

Fig. 1. Syntax of systems and processes
c

c.P −
→P

ep

⊥a

mergep e.P −→ P
α

α

a[R]

τ

re+

r c

A −−→ A′ B −−→ B′
τ
A|B −
→ A′ |B′
α

α

P −
→Q α∈
/ {a[R]}
α
l :: P −
→ l :: Q

P −
−−→ Q
l :: P −
→ l :: Q | l :: a ⇒ R

a[R]

install[a ⇒ R].P −
−−→ P

A−
→ A′
α
A|B −
→ A′ |B

a ⇒ P −−→ r ⊲ P

P −
→Q α∈
/ {⊥a, c, ep }
α
r⊲P −
→r⊲Q

P −
→ Q α ∈ {⊥a, c, ep }
r α
r ⊲ P −−→ r ⊲ Q

r c

r⊤a

invoke a.P −−→ P

se−

A −−→ A′ B −−→ B′
τ
·
A|B −
→ A′ |B′ |s = r
α

A−
→ A′ n ∈
/ n(α)
α
(νn)A −
→ (νn)A′

A ≡ A′

r⊤a

r⊥a

S −−→ S ′ T −−→ T ′
τ
S|T −
→ S ′ |T ′
α

A′ −
→ B′
α
A−
→B

B′ ≡ B

Fig. 2. Operational semantics

2

µse Basics

The syntax of µse is in Fig. 1. We assume given sets of names for services
(ranged by a, ...), sessions (r, s, ...), communication channels (x, ...), co-actions
(x, ...), entry-points (e, ...), and sites (l, ...). We let c, ... range over x, x, ... and
let c = c.
Processes P, Q, ... comprise ordinary operators such as the nil process 0, parallel composition P |Q, communication prefixes c.P , recursion rec X.P and name
restriction (νn)P , together with primitives invoke a.P for service invocation,
install[a ⇒ P ].Q for dynamic installation of new services, r ⊲ P for session endpoints and mergep e.P for dynamic merge of sessions on suitable entry-points.
Merge prefixes are polarized with p ∈ {+, −}. Trailing occurrences of 0 will
be omitted. Systems S, T, ... comprise located service definitions l :: a ⇒ P or
processes l :: P , parallel composition S|T , name restriction (νn)S, and explicit
·
fusions of session names r = s. We let A, B, ... range over systems and processes.
The operational semantics of µse is in Fig. 2. It relies on the structural
congruence in Fig. 3. Roughly, the following interactions are possible. If service
definition l :: a ⇒ P is available, an invocation to a within a session r creates a
new endpoint l :: r ⊲ P for r on site l. The prefix install[a ⇒ R].P dynamically
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A|A′ ≡ A′ |A

(A|A′ )|A′′ ≡ A|(A′ |A′′ )
ff
(νn)A ≡ A
(νn)(νm)A ≡ (νm)(νn)A
if n 6∈ fn(A)
′′
′′
(νn)(A|A ) ≡ A|(νn)A
rec X.P ≡ P {rec X.P/X}
r ⊲ (νn)P ≡ (νn)(r ⊲ P ), if n 6= r
l :: (νn)P ≡ (νn)(l :: P )
l :: P |l :: Q ≡ l :: (P |Q)
·

(r = r) ≡ 0

A|0 ≡ A

·

(νr)(r = s) ≡ 0
·

·

·

·

·

r = s|P ≡ r = s|P {r/s}

r ⊲ (s = t|P ) ≡ (s = t)|r ⊲ P

·

·

(r = s) ≡ (s = r)
·

l :: (r = s|P ) ≡ (r = s)|l :: P

Fig. 3. Structural congruence rules

installs a new service definition a ⇒ R at the top of the site where it runs. Dual
action prefixes c.P and c.Q can synchronize only if they run on endpoints of the
same session. Complementary merges in sessions r and s on the same entry-point
·
e (i.e., merge+ e and merge− e) can synchronize, releasing the fusion r = s.
Example 1. Consider T1 = (νr1 , r2 , r3 )(l1 :: P1 | l2 :: P2 | l3 :: P3 ), where:
P1 = r1 ⊲ merge+ e1 .x.y
P2 = r2 ⊲ merge− e1 .merge+ e2 .x
P3 = r3 ⊲ merge− e2 .y
Session r1 and r2 join together on the entry-point e1 and session r2 and r3 join
on e2 . After two steps, S reduces to (νr1 )(l1 :: r1 ⊲ x.y | l2 :: r1 ⊲ x | l3 :: r1 ⊲ y),
where x.y, x and y run in the same session.
Example 2. The two-buyers-protocol below is inspired by an example in [6]. Let
T2 = (νr1 , r2 )(l1 :: Buy 1 | l2 :: Buy 2 | ls :: Sell ), where
Buy 1 = r1 ⊲ invoke sell .title.quote.bid.Q1
Buy 2 = r2 ⊲ invoke offer .title.quote.bid.Q2
Sell = sell ⇒ title.install[offer ⇒ merge+ e.(title.quote.quote.Q)].merge− e
The service sell waits for a buyer to require a quote for a book (title). The
buyer at l1 invokes sell so that the new service offer is installed. Upon the
invocation from the buyer at l2 , offer provides the book’s title so that quotes
are communicated to both buyers after the sessions are merged by the service.
Finally, the buyers communicate over bid and the negotiation is concluded by
the interactions among Q, Q1 and Q2 (not modeled here).

3

Types for Dynamic Multiparty Sessions

We consider types generated from the following CCS-like grammar:
ρ, σ ::= 0 | c.ρ | σ|ρ | β | µβ.ρ
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(Taction)

(Tzero)

Γ ; ∅ ⊢ 0 : {0 ր 0}

(Tvar)

Γ ; ∆ ⊢ P : {σ ր ρ}
Γ ; ∆ ⊢ c.P : {c ∗ σ ր ρ}

Γ, X : Φ; ∆ ⊢ X : {Φ}

(Tinvoke)

(Trec)

Γ ; ∆ ⊢ P : {σ1 |σ2 ր ρ} Γ (a+ ) = σ ր ρ′ Γ (a− ) = 0 ր σ2
Γ ; ∆ ⊢ invoke a.P : {σ|σ1 ր σ2 |ρ}

Γ, X : Φ; ∆ ⊢ P : {Φ}
Γ ; ∆ ⊢ rec X.P : {Φ}

(Tinstall)

Γ ; ∆ ⊢ P : {σ1 |σ2 ր ρ}

Γ (a+ ) = σ1 ր σ2 Γ (a− ) = 0 ր ρ′
Γ ; ∆ ⊢ install[a ⇒ P ].Q : {Φ}

Γ ; ∆ ⊢ Q : {Φ}

(Tmerge)

Γ ; ∆ ⊢ P : {σ1 |σ2 |σ3 ր ρ} Γ (ep ) = σ|σ2 ր σ3 Γ (ep ) = σ ′ |σ ′′ ր ρ′
Γ ; ∆ ⊢ mergep e.P : {σ ′ |σ1 |σ ′′ ր σ2 |σ3 |ρ}
(Tpar)

Γ ; ∆1 ⊢ P : {σ ր ρ} Γ ; ∆2 ⊢ Q : {σ ′ ր ρ′ }
Γ ; ∆1 |∆2 ⊢ P |Q : {σ|σ ′ ր ρ|ρ′ }

σ ≈ σ ′′

(Tses)

Γ ; ∆ ⊢ P : {σ ր ρ}
Γ ; ∆, r : σ ⊢ r ⊲ P : {0 ր 0}

(Tservice)

Γ ; ∆ ⊢ P : {σ1 |σ2 ր ρ} Γ (a+ ) = σ1 ր σ2 Γ (a− ) = 0 ր ρ′
Γ ; ∆ ⊢ l :: a ⇒ P : {0 ր 0}
(Tloc)

Γ ; ∆ ⊢ P : {Φ}
Γ ; ∆ ⊢ l :: P : {Φ}

(Tspar)

Γ ; ∆1 ⊢ S : {σ ր ρ} Γ ; ∆2 ⊢ T : {σ ′ ր ρ′ }
Γ ; ∆1 |∆2 ⊢ S|T : {σ|σ ′ ր ρ|ρ′ }

(Tnew)

(TnewR)

Γ, n+ : (σ ր ρ), n− : (σ ′ ր ρ′ ); ∆ ⊢ S : {Φ}
Γ ; ∆ ⊢ (νn)S : {Φ}

ρ ≈ ρ′

Γ ; ∆, r : σ ⊢ S : {Φ} σ ∈⇓0
Γ ; ∆ ⊢ (νr)S : {Φ}

Fig. 4. Type system

c

with the expected structural properties and labeled transition relation 7→.
Type judgments for processes take the form Γ ; ∆ ⊢ P : {σ ր ρ}, meaning
that: (i) P must perform communication activities in σ and ρ, (ii) it plans to
interact as σ with the current participants of its session, (iii) it has delegated
the interaction ρ to other endpoints that P itself will allow to join its session
(via merge or service invocation). For a pair Φ = σ ր ρ, we call σ the current
type, and ρ the delegated type.
The type environment Γ is a finite partial mapping from variables X and
polarized service / entry-point names np (with p ∈ {+, −}) to type pairs σ ր ρ,
with the understanding that actions in ρ are delegated to np . The linear session
environment ∆ is a finite partial mapping from session names r to types σ,
such that ∆(r) represents the parallel composition of the current types of all
endpoints of r. We assume ∆(r) = 0 when r 6∈ ∆. We let ∆1 |∆2 denote the
environment ∆ such that ∆(r) = ∆1 (r)|∆2 (r) for each r ∈ ∆1 ∪ ∆2
Our type judgments are in Fig. 4. They are parametric w.r.t. three notions:
(1) task separation c ∗ σ, (2) type compatibility ≈, (3) session completion ⇓0 .
Task separation is used to project the activities of P in separate threads (in
case they must be delegated). Here we take the most relaxed form of separation,
where c ∗ σ = c|σ. Other possibilities exploit prefixes in types to take care of
causality information.
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Type compatibility σ ≈ ρ says that σ and ρ are complementary. Let I (σ) =
c
{c | ∃σ ′ : σ 7→ σ ′ } denote the set of initial actions σ can perform. Here we take
the largest relation on types such that whenever σ is compatible with ρ it holds
that either I (σ) = I (ρ) = ∅, or K = I (σ) ∩ I (ρ) 6= ∅ and, for each x ∈ K and
x
x
for each σ ′ and ρ′ such that σ 7→ σ ′ and ρ 7→ ρ′ , then σ ′ and ρ′ are compatible.
The completion set ⇓0 contains those types σ that express admissible interactions of multiple endpoints. Here we define ⇓0 as the largest set of types σ
τ
such that: (i) for each c ∈ I (σ) such that c 6∈ I (σ) and for each σ 7→ σ ′ there
τ ∗
τ
exists σ ′′ such that c ∈ I (σ ′′ ) and σ ′ 7→ σ ′′ , (ii) if σ 7→ σ ′ then σ ′ ∈⇓0 .
p
We say that Γ is well-formed if: (i) whenever Γ (n ) = σ ր ρ, then Γ (np ) =
′
σ ր ρ′ for some ρ′ ≈ ρ, and (ii) whenever Γ (a− ) = σ ր ρ, then σ = 0. We say
that ∆ is fully-formed if whenever ∆(r) = σ, then σ ∈⇓0 . We say that a system
S is self-typeable if Γ ; ∆ ⊢ S : {0 ր 0} for some well-formed Γ and fully-formed
∆. For simplicity, we shall omit the type rules for explicit fusion of session names
and restrict to self-typeable systems S without nested sessions and with no free
session name, i.e. such that Γ ; ∅ ⊢ S : {0 ր 0} for some well-formed Γ .
Rule (Tmerge) best illustrates the flavor of our type system. Note that if Γ
is well-formed, it must be ρ′ ≈ σ3 . Then: (1) P matches σ3 to ρ′ , (2) P delegates
σ2 to the other endpoints of the merged session, (3) the other endpoints of the
session of P delegate σ to the merging endpoint, and symmetrically (4) the
merging endpoint and its partners delegate σ ′ |σ ′′ to the partners of P .
The systems T1 and T2 from § 2 are self-typeable. The type derivation for T1
is reported below, where we omit some labels and rules due to space limitation.
(Tzero)
Γ ; ∅ ⊢ 0 : {0 ր 0}
(Taction)
Γ ; ∅ ⊢ x : {x ր 0}
(Tmerge)
Γ ; ∅ ⊢ merge+ e2 .x : {x|y ր 0}
(Tmerge)
Γ ; ∅ ⊢ merge− e1 .merge+ e2 .x : {0 ր x|y}
(Tses)
Γ ; ∆2 ⊢ P2 : {0 ր 0}
(Tloc)
Γ ; ∆2 ⊢ l2 :: P2 : {0 ր 0} (†)
..
.
..
.
−
Γ
;
∅
⊢
merge
e2 .y : {0 ր y}
Γ ; ∅ ⊢ merge+ e1 .x.y : {0 ր x|y}
..
Γ ; ∆1 ⊢ P1 : {0 ր 0}
(†)
.
Γ ; ∆1 ⊢ l1 :: P1 : {0 ր 0}
Γ ; ∆2 |∆3 ⊢ l2 :: P2 | l3 :: P3 : {0 ր 0}
Γ ; ∆ ⊢ l1 :: P1 | l2 :: P2 | l3 :: P3 : {0 ր 0}
..
.
Γ ; ∅ ⊢ T1 : {0 ր 0}
−
+
−
where Γ = { e+
1 : (0 ր x|y), e1 : (0 ր x|y), e2 : (0 ր 0), e2 : (y ր 0) },
∆1 = {r1 : 0}, ∆2 = {r2 : 0}, ∆3 = {r3 : 0}, and ∆ = {r1 : 0, r2 : 0, r3 : 0}. The
condition of ≈ for e1 is satisfied since x|y ≈ x|y holds and the condition for e2
is satisfied since 0 ≈ 0.
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For T2 , we assume Q ≡ Q3 |Q4 with Q1 ≈ Q3 and Q2 ≈ Q4 , write b for bid , t
for title, q for quote, and have Γ ; ∅ ⊢ T2 : {0 ր 0} for Γ shown below (together
with some excerpts of type derivations).
∆ = { r1 : 0, r2 : 0 }
..
.
Γ = { sell + : (0 ր b|t|q|Q3 ),
−
Γ
;
∅
⊢
t.q.b.Q
:
1 {b|t|q|Q1 ր 0}
sell : (0 ր b|t.q|Q1 ),
+
offer : (0 ր b|t|q|Q4 ),
Γ ; ∅ ⊢ invoke sell.t.q.b.Q1 : {0 ր b|t|q|Q1 }
offer − : (0 ր b|t|q|Q2 ),
Γ ; ∆ ⊢ r1 ⊲ invoke sell .t.q.b.Q1 : {0 ր 0}
e− : (b ր 0),
+
e : (q|b|Q3 ր 0) }
Similarly, Γ ; ∆ ⊢ r2 ⊲ invoke offer .t.q.b.Q2 : {0 ր 0}
..
.
Γ ; ∅ ⊢ t.q.q.(Q) : {q|t|q|Q ր 0}
Γ ; ∅ ⊢ merge+ e.(t.q.q.(Q)) : {b|t|q|Q4 ր q|Q3 }

Γ ; ∅ ⊢ 0 : {0 ր 0}

Γ ; ∅ ⊢ offer ⇒ merge+ e.(t.q.q.(Q)) : {0 ր 0}

Γ ; ∅ ⊢ merge− e : {b|q|Q3 ր 0}

Γ ; ∅ ⊢ sell ⇒ t.install[offer ⇒ merge+ e.(t.q.q.(Q))].merge− e : {0 ր 0}

This is still a preliminary study, but we conjecture that self-typeability enjoys
subject reduction and that any non self-typeable system has at least one session
that can deadlock on some pending communication. On the other hand, we point
out that some self-typeable systems can deadlock, because, e.g., rule (Taction)
relaxes the order of execution of actions, and the type system checks neither
that the number of positive merges on an endpoint is the same as the number of
negative merges on such endpoint nor that the number of invocations to a service
is less than the number of times such service is available / installed. We guess
that stronger guarantees can be obtained by restricting the syntax of endpoints,
by tuning the definitions of c ∗ σ, ≈ and ⇓0 , and by extending the types with
capability / obligation level annotations à la Kobayashi [7].
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Synchronous Multiparty Session Types
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Nobuko Yoshida
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Abstract
This abstract continues the work on multiparty session types initiated by
Honda et al. [5] for synchronous communications. Synchronous communications model control for timing events and strong sequentiality order of
messages. The calculus proposed in this paper has a more relaxed syntax
and operational semantics than the calculus of asynchronous communication, and the type soundness proof is therefore more straightforward. The
calculus models non-arbitrary transmission of channels via multipolarity
labels, multicasting and invisibility of delegation at global type definition.
A new definition of linearity is provided with the modified causality analysis for ordering communications. The type system of the calculus is proved
to be sound with respect to the operational semantics and coherent with
respect to the global types. The full version of this abstract is found in [1].

1

Introduction

Multiparty session types for an asynchronous communication calculus have recently been introduced by Honda et al. [5] and Bonelli-Compagnoni [2]. The
idea of multiparty session types of the first work is to represent the interactions
between processes globally rather than by a list of binary sessions types as it is
done in the second work. The system given in this abstract follows the typing
theory of the first work.
In the context of multiparty sessions, controlling the timing of events becomes important: for example, in a fire control system for a building, we expect
that all the fire alarms run before the elevators are blocked. This scenario would
be modeled by the control process as a multicast send of an ON message to the
fire alarms and a multicast send of a BLOCK message to the elevators. Synchronous communications support control for timing events. In the fire control
example, the second multicast sending will happen only after the message is received by the multicast group of the first send, resulting therefore in the desired
behavior of the fire control system.
Binary session types [4, 6] on their own are not rich enough to express dependencies between different interactions in a multiparty session. A notion of
global type is therefore introduced in [5] to formalise the global behavior of
a multiparty session. The example below illustrates the key ideas of multiparty session, dependencies between interactions and global description. In a
Client-Addition-Successor- Predecessor session, the communication protocol is
defined as: the Client sends two natural numbers to the Addition and waits to
receive from him the sum of them. If the second operand is equal to 0 then
the Addition sends to Client the first operand as result, otherwise it sends the
first operand to the Successor and receives from him the successor of it, then
it sends the second operand to the Predecessor and receives from him the predecessor of it; this behavior is repeated until the second operand is equal to 0.
1
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The global description of the communication protocol in a name-arrow based
representation is
Client → Addition : hinti.
Client → Addition : hinti.
µt.Addition → {Successor, Predecessor} : {
true : Addition → Client : hinti.end,
false : Addition → Successor : hinti.
Successor → Addition : hinti.
Addition → Predecessor : hinti.
Predecessor → Addition : hinti.t}
where A → B, C : hti means that process A sends simultaneously a message of
type t to process B and C, and A → B, C : {l1 : · · · , ..., lj : · · · } means that
process A sends simultaneously a label li where i ∈ {1, ..., j} to process B and
C. We have omitted channels from the example for simplicity.
In binary sessions, the Client-Addition-Successor-Predecessor protocol is
represented by three sessions: Client-Addition1 , Successor-Addition2 and Predecessor
-Addition3 . The interactive structure of each of the processes is
Client = !hinti; !hinti; ?hinti; end
Addition1 = ?hinti; ?hinti; !hinti; end
Successor = µt.&{true : end, f alse :?hinti; !hinti; t}
Addition2 = µt. ⊕ {true : end, f alse :!hinti; ?hinti; t}
Predecessor = µt.&{true : end, f alse :?hinti; !hinti; t}
Addition3 = µt. ⊕ {true : end, f alse :!hinti; ?hinti; t}
where !hti denotes an output of type t, ?hti denotes an input of type t, ⊕{l1 : · · · ,
..., lj : · · · } denotes a choice of a label and &{l1 : · · · , ..., lj : · · · } denotes branching on a set of labels. Addition consists of three interactive structures each
corresponding to one of the three sessions. This representation of the interactions is well-typed by a binary session type system as the interaction structures
Client-Addition1 , Successor-Addition2 and Predecessor-Addition3 are reciprocal between them, respectively. However, the binary session representation of
the processes breaks the order of messages because in the case when the second
operand is not 0, Addition should add the second operand to the first one before
returning it to Client and this dependency between the sessions Client-Addition1
and Addition2,3 -Successor- Predecessor can not be captured by binary session
types.
In multiparty sessions, the protocol is represented by the global description
given above and as a consequence the interactive structure of the Addition
process is
?hinti; ?hinti; µt. ⊕ {true :!hinti; end, f alse :!hinti; ?hinti; !hinti; ?hinti; t}.
The interactive structure of the other processes Client, Successor and Predecessor
is the same. The Addition process has now only one interactive structure that
defines its participation in the session and that respects the definition of the
protocol. Hence, the use of global types allows a more complete and intelligible
definition of communication protocols in multiparty sessions also in presence of
programming features such as recursion, selection-branching and multicasting.
2
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In synchronous communications calculi, the runtime sequence of interactions
follows more strictly the one of the global behavior description than the asynchronous communication calculus with queue [5], resulting in a simpler typing
system of the global behavior.
In the global type definition, a programmer does not specify only the communications of a protocol but also the channels where the communications take
place. This is an important feature in multiparty session types as global types
are not a simple human interpretable descriptive language; global types together
with the projection algorithm and type-system represent a type-checking tool
for communication-based processes.
In the context where different interactions can use the same channel, global
types alone do not guarantee that the message-order at run-time of the session
is the same as the one specified in the global behavior. A linearity property
checks if the use of same channel in two different communications of a global
type does not break the order of messages as specified in the global description.
A precise casual analysis for sequencing two synchronous communications is
provided in the next section. This analysis leads to the definition of causalities
in a global type and the linearity property uses this analysis in a global type to
define when it is safe in terms of non-ambiguity, in two communications to use
the same channel.
Finally, each process is type-checked with the type obtained as the result of
projecting the process identity on the global type. A flavor of the projecting
algorithm is given in the next section. The type-checking algorithm analyses
the process via a bottom-up strategy, starting to type check the process communication behavior (after the state of willing/waiting to initiate a session). If
the type-checking algorithm ends at the stage where the analyser reaches the
inaction process with a bottom session type then the processes satisfy its part
of the communication protocol .
Contributions. The next paragraphs summarize the main technical contributions of this work.
A Simpler Calculus. The syntax of the calculus is more relaxed than the one
introduced by Honda et al. [5]. We do not distinguish syntactically between a
primitive value send and a session channel send following the idea firstly proposed in [3]. The syntax of the calculus does not introduce queues, neither at
programmer code level nor at runtime code level, in contrast to the asynchrony
communication calculus and in accordance to pioneering session calculi [4, 6].
Higher Order Communication. High-order communication, a.k.a. delegation, is defined k!hk 0 i | k?hk 0 i in the first system [4] to support it, where the
receiver posses the transmitted channel (k 0 ) at implementation time, so before
the communication takes place. The calculus of this abstract allows the transmission of channels with the receiver not possessing the channels until the communication happens. This feature cannot be supported safely by simply adding
substitution to the receiver end-point in the delegation rule of the operational
semantics of Honda-Vasconcelos-Kubo systems because then one may build a
well-typed term that makes use of the new rule and after some reductions is
ill-typed. The solution proposed in this paper is similar to the one proposed in
[3, 6] with the extension of having multipolarity labeled session channels rather
3
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than binary labeled ones.
Multicasting. The calculus supports the delivery of messages to a group of
peers simultaneously (multicasting).
Invisibility of Delegation at Global Types. In the programming methodology of the calculus, the global type should define only the interactions of that
session without knowing how this interactions might change due to other possible global types that formalise delegation. The global types of the Alice-Bob-Carol
example in the asynchronous multiparty [5], Ga = A → B : t1 hs1 !hinti@Bi.end
and Gb = B → C : s1 !hinti.end do not support invisibility. The behavior global
type Gb expresses the changes of communications, from A → C to B → C, due
to the delegation in Ga expelling in this way A from being a participant of
session started on b. This inconsistency of information between Gb and the
implementation of session initiated on b makes process A not type-checked
even though it is correct. Following the above methodology, the global types
Ga = A → B : t1 hs1 !hinti@Ai and Gb = A → C : s1 !hinti.end type-check all three
processes.

2

Synchronous Multiparty Sessions

The Calculus. The two communication-based operation on session channels
are values sending-receiving and label selection-branching. These two operations
together with recursion represent the core of the calculus operational semantics.
Also multicast session request-acceptance represents a communication idiom
that is used only at session initiation.
The system given in this paper uses the same mechanism as in [3, 6] to support in a safe way non arbitrary transmission of channels with the only change
of having multipolarity. In other word, their system uses a binary polarity (+,
-) for the binary session calculus because sessions are represented by only two
processes but for the multiparty calculus the number of processes participating
in a session is generally more than two, so we introduce an index label ranging
[1, ..., p], where p is the number of processes involved in a session, which is
assigned to every channel of the session when substituted in a process.
The non capital Latin letters a, b, c, ... represent shared names; e, e0 , ... represent expressions; l, l1 , l2 , ... refer to branch labels; m1 , m2 , ..., p, q, ... range
over naturals; κp , ... refer to session channel values; x, y, z, ... refer to variables
of the calculus. The capital Latin letter P, P1 , P2 , ...Q, ... refer to processes
terms.
The operational semantics communication-based rules for the synchronous communication calculus are
a[2..n] (ỹ).P1 | a[2] (ỹ).P2 | · · · | a[n] (ỹ).Pn
→ (ν κ̃)(P1 [κ˜1 /ỹ] | P2 [κ˜2 /ỹ] | ... | Pn [κ˜n /ỹ])
[Link]
κi1 [m1 , ..., mn ]!hẽi; P1 | κi2 [m1 ]?(ỹ); P2 | · · · | κin+1 [mn ]?(ỹ); Pn+1
→ P1 | P2 [ṽ/ỹ] | · · · | Pn+1 [ṽ/ỹ] (i1 6= i2 6= · · · 6= in+1 , ẽ ↓ ṽ) [Multicasting]
κi1 [m1 , ..., mn ]  li ; P1 | κi2 [m1 ]  {lj : P2 j }j∈I | · · · | κin+1 [mn ]  {lj : Pn+1 j }j∈I
→ P1 | P2 i | · · · | Pn+1 i
(i1 6= i2 6= · · · 6= in+1 , i ∈ I)
[MultiLabel]
4
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(II)
A, S
P1 → P : k1
P2 → P : k2

(IO)
A, S

(OI)
S

P1 → P : k1
P → P2 : k2

(OO)
S

P → P1 : k1
P2 → P : k2

P → P 1 : k1
P → P 2 : k2

(OO, II)
A, S
P → P1 : k
P → P1 : k

(IO, OI)
A, S
P1 → P : k
P → P1 : k

Figure 1: Causality Analysis
The other rules are the same as in other session calculi [4, 6, 5].
[Link] initiates a session between n peers. The result of the reduction is the
generation of as many session channels as session variables and the substitution
of them in processes. Note that the session channels for each process are labeled
by a multipolarity label ranging [1, ..., n], where n is the number of processes
involved in the session.
[Multicasting] actions the synchronous value sending-receiving between
two or more peers. The result of the reduction is the substitution of the place
holders with the values received by the receiver. Note that the reduction holds
if the channel names are the same in both peers even though the polarity is
different. The relation ↓ evaluates the expression e to the value v and the value
v to itself.
[MultiLabel] actions the synchronous label selection-branching communication between two or more peers. The selector process sends the label l i to
the branching processes and the result of reduction are the process that were
labeled by l i (P [2...n]i ).
Linearity. Figure 1 presents all the causalities with concrete processes instances for illustration where P, P1 , P2 denote processes identities. The letter
A and S represent respectively the asynchronous and synchronous communication calculus where these cases are considered. All the four causalities are
considered for ordering in this calculus due to its synchronous communication
nature, and there is an order between send-receive (OI), receive-send (IO), between two sends (OO) and between two receives (II). The send-receive (OI) and
send-send (OO) are not considered in the asynchronous communication calculus [5]. The (OI) ordering states that process P sends a value before receiving
one and the received value is different from the one sent. Due to independence
of sent-received values, one can receive first and then sends the value without
changing the semantics of the program. In asynchronous communications, (OI)
does not introduce any dependency on messages order so this causality is not
considered. In the second ordering (OO), the messages send are individual and
the order when process P sends to P1 and P2 them does not alter the semantics
of the program, therefore the order introduced by (OO) does not introduce any
dependency on the order of messages.
The intuition behind linearity for synchronous communications is that two
ordered communications n1 = p1 → p01 : m and n2 = p2 → p02 : m can use the
same channel if the second communication happens only after the first one. Each
of the two processes involved in n2 have to undertake another communication
(pj → p2 /p2 → pj , pk → p02 /p02 → pk ) and these communications should happen
after the first communication n1 . It is more easy in synchronous communications
to establish when a certain communication has happened or not; i.e if the sender

5
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or receiver of that communication action another communication then we are
sure that the former one has happened. In asynchronous communications only
when the receiver of the communication actions another communication then
we are sure that the former one has happened.
Type Preservation. The static type system rules are basically the ones for
binary session calculi [4] with rules that type multicasting session initiation as
in [5] and multipolarity channel restriction as in [6].
The projection algorithm mentioned in Section 1 is defined for primitive
value sending in this section. Let G be linear then the projection of G onto p,
written G  p, is inductively given as:
def
(p → p1, ..., pj : m1 , ..., mj hS̃i.G0 )  pi =
m1 , ..., mj !hS̃i; (G0  pi ) if pi = p and pi ∈
/ p1 , ..., pj

mi ?hS̃i; (G0  pi )
if pi ∈ p1 , ..., pj and i ∈ {1, ..., j} and pi 6= p

 0
(G  pi )
if pi ∈
/ p1 , ..., pj and pi 6= p
G is coherent if it is linear and G  p is well-defined for each process defined
in G similarly for each carried global type inductively.
Preservation Theorem a.k.a. subject reduction ensures that the type of an
expression is preserved during its evaluation.
Theorem 2.1 (preservation) Γ ` P . ∆ such that ∆ is coherent and P → P 0
imply Γ ` P 0 . ∆0 where ∆ = ∆0 or ∆ → ∆0 .
∆ → ∆0 denotes a reduction relation between session types which abstractly
represents the interactions at session channels.
As future work, we plan to extend our system by disallowing at compile time
the inner delegation problem and support safely delegating in multicast. These
two issues are explained in more detail in [1].
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Session-based Choreography with Exceptions
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Abstract
Choreography has recently emerged as a pragmatic and concise way of describing communication-based systems such as web services and financial protocols.
Recent studies have investigated the transition from the design stage of a system
to its implementation providing an automatic way of mapping a choreograhy into
executable code.
In this note, we focus on an extension of choreography with a communicationbased (interactional) exception mechanism and we give its formal semantics. In
particular, we discuss through some examples how interactional exceptions at choreography level can be implemented into end-point code.

1

Introduction

Due to fast-changing technologies and exponential growth of Internet and worldwide web, applications based on communication are becoming vital in the practical
world. Such communication-centred applications are often known as Web Services,
the first major programming trend which positions communication as a key element of
high-level programming.
An emerging paradigm for programming communication is the so-called Choreography. This discipline focuses on the fact that an architect, when designing a distributed
system, no longer describes the behaviour of the single peers (end-point behaviour) but
establishes how the various interactions between entities happen by giving a global description (choreography) of the system. In a traditional approach, the architect would
describe the communication operations, e.g. an input, that must be performed at each
peer. Unfortunately, this makes very difficult to have a global view of how the whole
system being designed works. On the other hand, global descriptions can picture the
whole scenario of where and when a communication has to happen. The architect will
now decide that e.g. there will be a message from A to B and no longer think how
this will be implemented at A (sending a message) or B (waiting to receive a message).
Hence, choreography offers a vantage view of the system facilitating the design stage
and leaving the implementation details to the (possibly automated) process of generating an (possibly sound) end-point code, called end-point projection.
Exceptions are a mechanism widely adopted in modern programming languages
(e.g. Java, C#) for dealing with unwanted system behaviours i.e. they are designed
to handle the occurrence of some conditions interrupting the normal flow of execution
of a program. While the classical notion of exception is bound to the local flow of
a process, in communication-centred programming exceptions are about the flow of
interactions where a sudden interruption must involve all interacting participants. We
shall call this kind of exception an interactional exception [5].
This note discusses an extension of choreography with exceptions. In particular, we
will see through examples, how exceptions are naturally interactional in choreography
(choreography is about interactions) while they require exception propagation when
moving to end-point behaviour.
1
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2

Extending Choreography with Exceptions

Syntax. The global calculus [3, 4] is a model of choreography based on WS-CDL [10],
the most known language for choreography. We hereby extend it with the new terms
for handling interactional exceptions. Its selected syntax is given by standard BNF.
Below, I, J denote terms of the global calculus:
I, J ::= A → B : b(s)[t˜, I, J]
| A → B : shop, e, yi . I
| throw
| if e@A then I else J
| rec X . I

(init)
(com)
(throw)
(cond)
(rec)

|0
|I|J
|I+J
| (νs) I
|X

(inaction)
(par)
(sum)
(new)
(recVar)

where a, b, c, . . . range over service channels which may be considered as e.g. shared
channels of web services; s, t, r range over session channels, the communication channels freshly generated for each session; A, B, C range over participants who are equipped
with their local variables denoted by x, y, z . . .; e is an arithmetic or other first order expression; and X ranges over term variables used for recursion.
In the syntax above, terms (init) and (throw) are the novel constructs. (init) describes a system where participant A invokes a service b located at participant B and
starts a session s. The novelty is in the triple [t˜, I, J]: choreography I, called the default
choreography, describes the normal (or default) behaviour of the system, while J is the
exception handler to be run whenever an exception is thrown. Vector t˜ has a pivotal
role: an exception on any ti has to be propagated (at implementation level) to the whole
t˜ discarding any other handler previously instantiated on any ti . As an example, the
choreography A → B : b(s)[s, B → C : c(t)[t, I, J] , J 0 ] describes a system different from the one described by A → B : b(s)[s, B → C : c(t)[(s, t), I, J] , J 0 ]. In
the first case, the raising of an exception in I, would only concern the interactions on
t between B and C while, in the second case, it would also affect the interactions on s.
For consistency, we assume that
For any C → D : a(s0 )[t˜0 , I 0 , J 0 ] occurring in A → B : b(s)[t˜, I, J],
(1)
we have ti ∈ t˜0 if and only if t˜ ⊆ t˜0 .
(throw) denotes the throwing of an exception. (com) models in-session communication between participants A and B: message e will be stored in variable y located at B
while op indicates the type of operation [10]. (cond) is the standard conditional operator where the guard e is evaluated at A. (rec) and (recVar) are respectively recursion
and recursion variable while (sum) is non-deterministic choice. The term (par) is the
parallel composition of choreographies and (new) is session channel restriction. The
syntax presented is not exhaustive and can be extended with other constructs [3, 4].
A simple Financial Protocol. This example and the following one are inspired by [5].
Let us consider a scenario where a buyer Buyer wishes to purchase a product from a
seller Seller. Buyer starts a session with Seller who repeats sending quote updates about
the product price. When Buyer decides to accept a particular quote, without explicitly
notifying Seller, it throws an exception. At this point, Seller and Buyer move together
to a new stage (exception stage) where they exchange information for successfully
terminating the transaction e.g. credit card details for payment and receipt. We can
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write this protocol in the global calculus as:
1.

Buyer → Seller : chSeller(s) [s,

2.
3.

rec X . Seller → Buyer : shupdate, quote, yi .
if (y < 100)@Buyer then throw else X,

)

4.
5.

Seller → Buyer : shconf, cnum, xi .
Buyer → Seller : shdata, credit, xi ]

)

default
handler

In line 1, Buyer invokes service chSeller from Seller. Line 2 and 3 compose the default
choreography: the interaction Seller → Buyer : shupdate, quote, yi models the
sending of a quote quote from Seller to Buyer who will store the received value at
variable y. In line 3, variable y is checked by Buyer and if its value is less than 100, an
exception will be thrown otherwise the course of action will go back to line 2. Lines 4
and 5 describe how the system will handle an exception: Seller will send a confirmation
cnum and Buyer will reply with its credit card credit.
A Financial Protocol with Broker. Following [5], we extend the protocol above including a third participant, a broker Broker whose role is to buy from Seller and resell
to Buyer (a typical situation in financial protocols). In this scenario, Buyer will invoke
Broker rather than Seller and act almost identically as in the previous example. On
the other hand Broker, after being invoked by Buyer and checking his reputation, will
invoke Seller and act as Buyer in the previous example. As before, Buyer can raise an
exception in case of quote acceptance but also Broker can throw if Buyer’s reputation
is not satisfactory before even invoking Seller. In the global calculus:
1. Buyer → Broker : chBroker(s) [s,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Buyer → Broker : shidentify, id, xi .
if bad(x)@Broker then throw
else Broker → Seller : chSeller(t)[(s, t), rec X .

Seller → Broker : thupdate, quote, yi . 



Broker → Buyer : shupdate, y + 10%, yi . 
default



if (y < 100)@Buyer then throw else X,
Seller → Broker : thconf, cnum, xi .
Broker → Buyer : shconf, x, xi .
Buyer → Broker : shdata, credit, xi .
Broker → Seller : thdata, x, xi],
Seller → Buyer : shreject, reason, xi . I ]



























default



























handler













o

handler

In lines 1 and 2, Buyer invokes service chBroker and sends its identity id to Broker
who, in line 3, will check whether Buyer is bad or not. If Buyer is not trusted, Broker
will raise an exception which will take both Buyer and Broker to an abortion procedure
in line 12 (we leave I unspecified). Note that in this case, Buyer and Broker are the only
participants involved so far and the only ones who will move to another conversation
for handling the exception.
If Buyer can be trusted, Broker invokes service chSeller and forwards to Buyer
all quotes received from Seller increasing them by 10%. As before, Buyer will throw
an exception whenever s/he decides to accept a quote. In this case, as the participants
involved are now Buyer, Broker and Seller, the handler to be executed is the inner
one where Broker will forward messages between Buyer and Seller (lines 8-11). This
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event will also discard the handler in line 12 which, after session initiation in line 4,
has become inactive.
Semantics. Above, we have shown how interactional exceptions can be exploited for
expressing systems such as financial protocols. Now, we shall formalise the exception
mechanism by defining a reduction semantics for the global calculus that can handle
exceptions. This is done by enhancing the following notation from [3, 4]:
s̃

(I, σ) −→ (J, σ0 )
which says a global description I in a state σ (which is the collection of all local states
of the participants) will be changed into J with a new state σ0 . Intuitively, the reduction
semantics of choreography will change the state σ by updating the variables as a consequence of each interaction. Label s̃ is used for discarding already thrown exceptions
on channels si (see below). We shall often omit the label when equal to ∅.
In order to give semantics to the new exception operations, we need to extend the
syntax with the following run-time terms:
try( s̃) {I} catch {J}

{{I}}

The term on the left, called try-catch block, reads: “The system is behaving as choreography I; if an exception is thrown on any si then handler J will be run”. This realises
at run-time the default choreography and the handler in initialisation. When an exception is thrown, we need to make sure that handlers do not get brutally terminated by
an embedding try-catch block. This is ensured by a wrap term {{I}} which reads “the
handler I is being executed”.
We are now able to give the most relevant rules. The semantics transforms session
initialisation into a try-catch term:
A → B : b( s̃)[t˜, I, J] −→ (νs) try(t˜) {I} catch {J}
The following rule handles the raising of an exception:
I u (I 0 , S )

⇒

s̃∪S

try(t˜) {throw | I} catch {J} −→ {{J}} | I 0

When a throw is top-level in a try-catch block then the default choreography terminates
and the handler J is run (wrapped). The rule uses a new relation I u (I 0 , S ) called meta
reduction [5]. The initial choreography I is transformed into I 0 , the result of erasing
and wrapping embedded try-catch blocks; S denotes all those session channels affected
by the exception from nested try-catch blocks. This relation is indispensable in interactional exceptions: choreography I may contain wraps or other try-catch blocks which
should not be brutally erased and an exception should also be raised. The key rule for
defining meta reduction is the following:
I u (I 0 , S )

⇒

try(t˜) {I} catch {J} u ({{J}} | I 0 , S ∪ t˜)

We need two more rules to make our semantics sound. One is for removing try-catch
blocks on which an exception has already been thrown:
s̃ ⊆ t˜,

t˜

I −→ I 0

and

I 0 u I 00

⇒

t˜∪S

try( s̃) {I} catch {J} −→ I 00

Above, we need I 0 u I 00 in case I is a parallel composition of more choregraphies. In
fact, try-catch blocks in parallel with the choreography where an exception was thrown
are left untouched while anything in I is supposed to be terminated.
The following rule removes session channels on the labels when there is a restriction:
s̃\{t}
s̃
I −→ J ⇒ (νt) I −→ (νt) J
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Semantics of the Financial Protocol with Broker. We now show how the rules work
in our second example. When bad(x) holds, we have that
(νs)

try (s) { if bad(x) then throw else . . . lines 4-9. . . }

catch { J }

−→

{{ J }}

where J = Seller → Buyer : shreject, reason, xi . I. In the other case, when Buyer
wishes to accept the quote (y < 100). we will have:
(νs) (νt) try (s) {
try (t, s) {
if (y < 100) then throw
else {. . . as line 4. . . }
} catch {. . . as lines 8-9. . . }

−→

{{ {. . . as lines 8-9. . . } }}

} catch { J }
where we have applied the rule for removing the most external try-catch block.
Note that assumption (1) (together with the types defined below) plays a key role in
the semantics when starting from non-run-time choreographies. In fact, this guarantees
that no multiple try-catch blocks for the same session are in parallel, in an outer block.
Types. The type discipline for the calculus is based on session types as in [3, 4]. Writing θ for first-order value types, the grammar of types is as follows:
α ::= ↓ (θ) . α | ↑ (θ) . α | ⊕ {li : αi }i∈I | &{li : αi }i∈I | α{{β}} | end | rec t . α | t
α and θ are respectively called session types and service types. The grammar follows
the standard session types [6], except for try-catch type α{{β}} [5], the abstraction of a
try-catch block: in α{{β}}, α denotes the type of a service in the default choreography
while β the type in the exception handler.
As an example, the types of services chBroker and chSeller are rec t. ↑ (int) . t{{↓
(int) . ↑ (int)}} and (↓ (int) . rec t. ↑ (int) . t){{⊕{conf :↓ (int) . ↑ (int), reject :
α}}} respectively where α depends on the behaviour in I.
End-Point Projection. We can now conclude our discussion by translating a global
description into its end-point counterpart (EPP). In the financial protocol, we would
have the following behaviour for Buyer and Broker (we omit Seller) in pseudo-code1 :
chBroker(s)[ s,

∗chBroker(s)[ s,

out(s)(id) . rec X . in(s)(y) . if ok(y) throw else X,
conf : in(s)(x) . out(s)(credit) + reject : in(s)(x) . P ]
in(s)(x) . if bad(x) then throw else
chSeller(t)[ (t, s),
. . . fwd of quotes from t to s (inner default). . . ,
select(s)(conf) .. . . fwd between t and s (inner handler). . . ],
select(s)(reject) : P ]

where in(s)(x) denotes an input, out(s)(e) an output and select(s)(l) a branch selection.
Initialisation at end-point level is split into two dual operations (as in standard sessions
[6]) but it is enriched with a default process and an exception handler. Note that the two
throws in the choreography have been made local to Buyer and Broker. This follows
the general idea of connectedness (like EPP of if-then-else [4]), where the last active
participant will be the one executing the new action (like throw or guard evaluation).
1 The formal semantics for an end-point calculus with exceptions is reported in [5] and it guarantees that
propagation (e.g. from t to s in the example) is sound.
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In general, the process of EPP can be tricky, because we can easily produce a global
description which does not correspond to a realisable local counterpart. The descriptive principles of Connectedness (a basic local causality principle), Well-threadedness
(a stronger locality principle based on session types) and Coherence (a consistency
principle for description of each participant) guarantee a sound EPP [4].

3

Conclusions and Related Work.

We have introduced the notion of exception for choreography. In particular, we
have extended the syntax of the global calculus [3, 4] with the exception mechanism
and given its formal semantics. The aim of this note was to show with simple but
practical examples how exceptions can be used at choreography level and how they
can be mapped to end-points. In the global calculus, exceptions are a simple form of
transferring execution to a different choreography. But, together with a sound end-point
projection, choreography becomes a powerful tool for designing end-point behaviour
where the raising of an exception will transfer the execution of all end-points to an
exception handling interaction.
We believe that obtaining end-point behaviour from choreography with exceptions
through end-point projection will ensure/relax many of those conditions required for
sound exception propagation in [5] (e.g. liveness comes automatically), though details
are to be seen. Also, principles required for making end-point projection sound such as
connectedness, well-threadedness and coherence [4] should be easily extendable to the
global calculus with exceptions. Another future subject is to implement this framework
for languages for web services and business protocols such as WS-CDL [10].
The notions of choreography and end-point projection have already been formalised
in literature (e.g. [2, 4]). Exceptions for concurrent systems have already been studied in [1, 7–9] but they are purely local to processes (end-points). To the best of our
knowledge, none of these works discuss exceptions for choreography nor exceptions
for interactions.
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Compiling the π-calculus into a Multithreaded
Typed Assembly Language
Tiago Cogumbreiro∗
Francisco Martins∗
Vasco T. Vasconcelos∗

Introduction. Current trends in hardware made available multi-core CPU
systems to ordinary users, challenging researchers to devise new techniques to
bring software into the multi-core world. However, shaping software for multicores is more envolving than simply balancing workload among cores. In a near
future (in less than a decade) Intel prepares to manufacture and ship 80-core
processors [6]; programmers must perform a paradigm shift from sequential to
concurrent programming and produce software adapted for multi-core platforms.
In the last decade, proposals have been made to compile formal concurrent and functional languages, notably the π-calculus [14], typed concurrent
objects [9], and the λ-calculus [13], into assembly languages. The last work goes
a step further and presents a series of type-preserving compilation steps leading
from System F [5] to a typed assembly language. Nevertheless, all theses works
are targeted at sequential architectures.
This paper proposes a type-preserving translation from the π-calculus into
MIL, a multithreaded typed assembly language for multi-core/multi-processor
architectures [16]. We start from a simple asynchronous typed version of the
π-calculus [1, 8, 12] and translate it into MIL code that is then linked to a
run-time library (written in MIL) that provides support for implementation of
the π-calculus primitives (e.g., queuing messages and processes). In short, we
implement a message-passing paradigm in a shared-memory architecture.
Source language. Our starting point is a simple, typed, monadic, asynchronous π-calculus, equipped with integer values, generated by the below grammar.
P, Q : := 0 | xhvi | x(y).P | P | Q | (ν x : T ) P | !x(y).P
v : := x | . . . | −1 | 0 | 1 | . . .
T : := int | (T )
Processes, P and Q, comprise the inactive process 0; the output process
xhvi that sends datum v on channel x; the input process x(y).P that receives a
value via channel x and proceeds as P , binding variable y to the received value
in process P ; the parallel composition process running concurrently P | Q;
the restriction process (ν x : T ) P that creates a new channel definition local
to process P ; and, finally, the replicated process !x(y).P that represents an
∗ University

of Lisbon, Faculty of Sciences, Department of Informatics.
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infinite number of active processes x(y).P running in parallel. Identifiers x and
y are taken from a denumerable set of names. Symbol T is the type of a value:
int represents integer values and (T ) denotes a channel type carrying values of
type T . The operational semantics and the type system for the π-calculus are
the standard and can be easily found in the literature [15].
Target language. The target language is a small multithreaded typed assembly language generated by the grammar depicted below, parametric on the
number of registers R and on the number of processors [16]. Another possible
choice for the target language is CMAP [3] which, unlike MIL, is targeted at
mono-processors.
registers
integer values
lock values
values

r
n
b
v

::=
::=
::=
::=

instructions

ι ::=

basic blocks
heaps
heap values

I ::=
H ::=
h ::=

r1 | . . . | rR
. . . | -1 | 0 | 1 | . . .
-1 | 0 | 1 | 2 | . . .
r | n | b | l | pack τ, v as τ | packL α, v as τ |
v[τ ] | ?τ
r := v | r := r + v | if r = v jump v |
r := malloc [~τ ] guarded by α | r := v[n] | r[n] := v |
α, r := newLock b | α := newLockLinear
r := tslE v | r := tslS v | unlockE v | unlockS v |
α, r := unpack v | fork v
ι; I | jump v | yield
{l1 : h1 , . . . , ln : hn }
hv1 . . . vn iα | τ {I}

New to typed assembly languages is the inclusion of threads and the use of
locks to discipline shared-memory access by multiple threads running in parallel.
Threads are started using the fork instruction and execute until the processor
is (voluntarily) released with a yield instruction. Lock value 0 designates an
open lock; values 1, 2, . . . , n denote a lock held by n threads with reading
capabilities (shared reading); and value -1 indicates a lock held exclusively.
Lock manipulation is performed by newLock, newLockLinear for lock creation,
tslE, tslS for lock acquisition, and unlockE, unlockS for lock disposal (suffix E for
exclusive, S for shared).
The syntax for types is generated by the following grammar.
τ ::= int | h~σ iα | ∀[~
α].(Γ requires Λ) | lock(α) |
lockE(α) | lockS(α) | ∃α.τ | ∃l α.τ | µα.τ | α
init types
σ ::= τ | ?τ
lock permissions Λ ::= (~
α; α
~; α
~)
register file types Γ ::= r1 : τ1 , . . . , rn : τn

types

To control concurrent memory access we protect every tuple hv1 . . . vn i with
a lock α (yielding a value hv1 . . . vn iα of type hσ1 . . . σn iα ) and enforce statically,
by means of a type system, that a thread acquires the locks for the tuples it
eventually reads or writes, and that all locks are released before the thread yields
2
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the processor. We follow [4] and represent locks by singleton types (lock(α),
where α is a type variable), splitting locks usage into shared, lockS(α), and
exclusive, lockE(α), thus allowing us to implement multiple readers for the same
heap tuple. (Notice that we require every single tuple to be protected by a lock.)
Code blocks are of type ∀[~
α].(Γ requires Λ), where the universal abstraction
∀[~
α] affects the register file Γ and the triple of required permissions Λ, which
corresponds, respectively, to the required exclusive, shared, and linear locks.
The type system enforces that well-typed programs are free from race conditions.
Details can be found in references [2, 16].
The π run-time library. To implement asynchronous π-calculus channels in
MIL we use channel queues to store messages and input processes waiting for
reduction. We follow the design of Lopes of et al. [10]. A channel queue comprises a state (empty, with messages, or with processes), a queue for messages to
be delivered, and a queue for processes waiting for a message. When enqueuing
messages we simply record its argument value. For (replicated) input processes
we record a flag indicating whether the process is to be kept in the channel
after reduction, and its closure that stores the set of variables known by the
process—the environment—and a pointer to its basic block—the continuation.
The following definition makes precise the notion of a channel queue.
def

ChannelQueue(τ, β) = hState, Queue(τ, β), Queue(Proc(τ, β), β)iβ
Channel queue types are parametric on the type of the messages τ and on the
lock β that enforces mutual exclusion on channel queue operations.
A channel packs together a channel queue and a lock specific for each channel
(i.e., we implement channels as monitors [7]). Notice the usage of the existential
quantifier over locks ∃l in the channel type.
def

Channel(τ ) = ∃l β.hChannelQueue(τ, β), hlock(β)iβ iγ
Channel types are parametric on the type of the messages τ . Henceforth, we use
a global shared lock γ to protect Channels, and local shared locks α to protect
the different environments. Notice that the run-time API encapsulates lock
usage, keeping API clients from manipulating locks directly.
The API makes available two operations for sending and receiving messages
through channels. Operation send transmits a message (in register r1 of type τ )
through a channel (in register r4 ). In case there are no receptors waiting on the
channel queue, the message is enqueued. The send code block signature is as
follows:
send ∀[τ ](r1 : τ, r4 : Channel(τ ))
Operation receive places a process, described by its closure (continuation in
register r1 , environment in register r2 , and environment’s lock α in register r3 ),
in a channel (in register r4 ). Register r6 contains a flag indicating whether the
input process is replicated. As for the case of message sending, input processes
are blocked when there is no pending message for the channel. The code block
signature follows.
receive ∀[α, τm , τe ](r1 : Cont(τm , τe ), r2 : τe , r3 : hlock(α)iα ,
r4 : Channel(τ ), r6 : int)
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Compiling π into MIL. The translation from the π-calculus into MIL
comprises the translation of types T [[·]], of values V[[·]](~x, r), and of processes
P[[·]](~x, l, Γ). The translation of types is straightforward.
def

def

T [[int]] = int

T [[(T )]] = Channel(T [[T ]])

For simplicity we create a new environment whenever a new name is defined.
The motivation is twofold. First, immutable environments may be shared without contention between multiple threads. Second, processors may optimise the
execution through caching, taking advantage of locality. The type of environments may be defined parametrically as follows:
def

Env(x1 . . . xn , Γ, α) = hT [[Γ(x1 )]], . . . , T [[Γ(xn )]]iα
The translation of values follows, where r is the register holding the values
x1 . . . xn in the environment.
(
v
if v is an integer value
def
V[[v]](x1 . . . xi . . . xn , r) =
r[i] if v = xi
We are now ready to define the translation of processes, a procedure simplified by the existence of the API. All processes have access to the environment ~x
in register r2 and to the lock of the environment in register r3 . The code block
requires the permission to manipulate tuples protected by shared lock α.
def

ProcBlock(Γ, ~x) = ∀[α].((r2 : Env(~x, Γ, α), r3 : hlock(α)iα ) requires (; α; ))
The translation of processes is parametric on the names ~x representing the
environment. The translation of output and of parallel processes is as follows.
def

P[[P | Q]](~x, l, Γ) =
l ProcBlock(Γ, ~x) {
fork l1 [α]
r4 := l2
fork grabLock[τe ][α]
yield
} where τe = Env(~x, Γ, α)
P[[P ]](~x, l1 , Γ)
P[[Q]](~x, l2 , Γ)
l1 and l2 are fresh labels

def

P[[xi hvi]](~x, l, Γ) =
l ProcBlock(Γ, ~x) {
r1 := V[[v]](~x, r2 )
r4 := r2 [i]
unlockS r3
jump send[τ ]
} where τ = T [[Γ(v)]]

For the output process, we prepare the registers as expected by code block
send, by moving message v into register r1 and fetching the channel from the
environment into register r4 . When translating the parallel process, we fork the
execution of the process on the left, and, because we loose the permission α to
use the environment, we have to acquire it before continue executing the process
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on the right. Finally, we show the translation of the input process.
def

l1 Cont(τ, τe ) {
CreateEnvironment(~xy, r2 , r4 )
r2 := r4
jump l2 [α]
}
P[[P ]](~xy, l2 , Γ)
where τ = T [[Γ(y)]],
τe = Env(~x, Γ, α),
l1 and l2 are fresh labels

P[[xi (y).P ]](~x, l, Γ) =
l ProcBlock(Γ, ~x) {
r4 := r2 [i]
unlockS r3
r1 := l1
r6 := 0
jump receive[τe ][τ ][α]
}

In code block l we prepare the parameters for the receive operation, by moving
the channel xi into register r4 and setting the continuation as l1 . In the continuation l1 , we create the environment for P and, after that, we jump to the body
of the input in l2 . The interested reader may refer to the companion technical
report for details [2].
Implementation. The run-time code consists of 19 code blocks and 34 type
definitions, summing a total of 322 lines of MIL code. To execute the run-time,
we depend on 8 registers. The type-checker and the interpreter for MIL, as well
as the compiler for the π-calculus are available at the MIL website [11].
Main (expected) results. The contribution of our work is the translation
of the π-calculus into MIL. In order to substantiate the translation we pursue
two technical results: type-preservation, in the sense that well-typed π processes
are translated into well-typed MIL programs; and operational correspondence,
meaning that the semantics of the source language is preserved by the resulting
MIL programs. For the former result, although we did not check all the proof
details yet, we are confident that such a result holds; our experiments with the
compiler have confirmed such intuition. The latter result we leave entirely for
future work.
Related and future work. All related work we are aware off is geared towards sequential machines. Pict [14] translates the π-calculus into the C programming language. Lopes et al. [9] present a framework for compiling process
calculi; contrary to MIL, the target language is untyped. Morrisett et al. [13]
present a translation from the System F into a typed assembly language, two
sequential languages.
We are currently working on a translation from the π-calculus into MIL
equipped with compare and swap rather than locks. Our aim is to obtain a
wait-free implementation of the π-calculus.
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Preamble. In this abstract we outline a general picture of our ongoing work on compilation into multicore CPUs [8, 14, 15]. Our focus is to harness the power of concurrency and asynchrony in one of the major forms of multicore CPUs based on noncoherent shared memory, using the well-known technology of type-directed compilation
[13]. The key idea is to regard explicit asynchronous data transfer among local caches
as a realiser of communication among processes. By typing processes with a variant of
session types [9, 19], we obtain both type-safe and efficient compilation into processes
distributed over multiple cores.
Concurrency at the Cores of Computing. In spite of the increasing reliance on
distributed components in the Internet and the world-wide web, the basic computing
paradigm for our applications had been centring on monolithic, predominantly sequential code. This fits our hardware, which is a virtually monolithic Von Neumann Machine (VNM), even though interactions with the distributed services often necessitate
the use of concurrent threads inside a program.
It is only during the last decade that limiting physical parameters in VLSI manufacturing process [8, 14, 16] started to push a fundamental change in the internal environment of computing machinery, from monolithic Von Neumann architectures to
concurrent ones, the so-called chip-level multiprocessing (CMP from now on), giving
rise to CPUs with multiple cores. A multicore CPU is most effectively utilised by
having multiple programs running concurrently, even inside a single application. Combined with the increasing reliance on distributed components through web services and
sensor networks, computing is now becoming concurrent inside out.
A Machine Model for CMP. Following the standard dichotomy in parallel computer
architecture [4], a multicore CPU can be based on either coherent cache (or SMP),
cf. [11], or non-coherent cache (or non-cache-coherent NUMA), cf. [15]. In the former,
memory coherence is maintained across multiple cores, while in the latter, sharing of
data among cores is performed in non-uniform memory space. This second form is
often found in multiprocessor system-on-chips (MPSoCs) for embedded systems, one
of the areas where multicore CPUs are being effectively deployed centring on a flexible
on-chip interconnect.
A non-uniform cache access can be realised by different methods such as cacheline locking. One basic method employs direct asynchronous data transfer, or Direct
Memory Access (DMA), to an on-chip memory local to each core. A central observation underlying this approach is that trying to annihilate distance (i.e. to maintain
strict coherence) is too costly, just as coherent distributed shared memory over a large
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number of nodes is unfeasible. Thus we regard CMP as distributed VNMs, along the
lines of the LogP model [3] and PGAS [2].
Because of its efficiency and versatility, this framework is widely used in MPSoC
for embedded systems, as noted already, including a major multicore chip [15]. It is a
natural model when we consider CMP as a microscopic form of distributed computing,
suggesting its potential scalability when the number of cores per chip increases. Further
it can realise arbitrary forms of data sharing among cores, and in that sense it is generalpurpose. Being efficient and general-purpose, however, this computing model is also
known to be extremely hard and unsafe to program. Indeed, the very element that
makes the major mode of data sharing in this model, DMA, fast and general-purpose,
also makes it unwieldy and dangerous: it involves raw writes of one memory area
to another, asynchronously issued and asynchronously performed, which can easily
destroy the works being conducted in multiple cores.
It is through the use of types for interaction, as we shall argue, that we can make
the best of this computing model without losing high-level abstraction nor efficiency.
For clarity, we consider an idealised model along the lines of [3], where a chip consists
of multiple isomorphic VNMs, of the same ISA and each with its own memory. Data
sharing is through asynchronous copy of possibly multiple words from one memory
to another, or DMA. For simplicity in this abstract we do not take into consideration
either the size of local memory or the maximum unit of transfer [3], and consider only
a so-called “push” version of DMA (cf. [15]).
A Type-Directed Compilation Framework. One of the key features of CMP is its
versatility to host a variety of applications, in size, in granularity of parallelism, and in
the shape of control and data flows. Such applications may be written using domain
specific languages [12, 18]. How can we translate these applications to executables for
CMP? The basic idea of our approach is to stipulate typed communicating processes at
an intermediate compilation step, and perform a type-directed compilation [13] onto a
typed machine language for CMP. Schematically:
pi

asm

DSL (L2) 7−→ typed processes (L1) 7−→ typed assembly language for CMP (L0)
L0, L1, L2 refer to abstraction levels. L2 is a (type-safe) domain specific language,
whose description is compiled into typed communicating processes (L1, which may as
well include imperative features). This is further translated into L0, a typed low-level
language for asynchronous CMP. We illustrate the key ideas of this approach using a
simple example.
Streaming Example We take a simple program for stream cipher [17].
Data Producer
Kernel

Consumer

Key Producer

Data Producer and KeyProducer continuously send a data stream and a key stream respectively to Kernel. Kernel calculates their XOR and sends the result to Consumer.
A high-level specification of such an example — specifying kernels and their connections through asynchronous streams as Kahn’s networks — can be written using a DSL
for streaming [12, 18], which we omit. Our purpose is to translate this program to a
type-safe multicore program.
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Processes with Session Types We use processes with session types [9, 19] as an intermediate language. Our motivations are two-fold. First it offers an effective source
language for compilation into a typed assembly language for CMP, as we shall discuss
soon. Secondly it offers an expressive target language into which we can efficiently
and flexibly translate different kinds of high-level programs. Many concurrent and potentially concurrent programs (such as a streaming example above) may be represented
as a collection of structured conversations, where we can abstract their structures as
types for conversations.
Below we show a simple process representation of the streaming algorithm given
above. The kernel initiates a session:
def

Kernel = def K(d, k, c) = d!hi; k!hi; d?(x); k?(y); c?(); c!hx xor yi; Khd, k, ci
in a(d, k, c).Khd, k, ci
The channels d and k are used for Kernel to receive data and keys from Data Producer
and Key Producer, respectively, where Kernel notifies Data/Key Producers that it is
ready before receiving data/keys (such an insertion of a notification message before the
reception of datum is needed for safe translation into DMA operations, and follows a
simple discipline which is statically verifiable). The channel c is used for Consumer to
receive the encrypted data from Kernel, which is also used for notifying its readiness
to receive the data. The keyword def denotes the recursive agent; a(d, k, c) is a session
initiation which establishes the session between the three parties; d?(x) is an input
action at d; and c!hx xor yi; is an output action at c.
DataProducer can be given as follows.
DataProducer
Consumer

def

=

def P(d, k, c) = d?(); d!hdatai; Phd, k, ci in a(d, k, c).Phd, k, ci

def

def C(d, k, c) = c!hi; c?(data); Chd, k, ci in a(d, k, c).Chd, k, ci

=

KeyProducer is identical to DataProducer except that it outputs at k rather than at d.
In all these processes, we assume that output actions of these processes are asynchronous (no blocking), and that input actions are synchronous. When these three processes are composed, messages are always consumed in the order they are produced
because of the linearised usage of each channel.
The exchange of messages as above forms a “conversation” among processes, with
a precise structure: this structure we abstract below as a type. The session type of the
Kernel is given as:
TK = µt.d! hi; k! hi; d? hbooli; k? hbooli; c? hi; c! hbooli; t
Above µt.T represents a recursive type, k? hbooli (resp. k! hbooli) denotes the input
(resp. output) of a value of bool-type, and T ; T 0 denotes a sequencing. The type of
the DataProducer is given as t.d? hi; d! hbooli; t. Similarly for KeyProducer and Consumer. Safe parallel composition of communicating code is guaranteed by checking
duality of types: the type of the Kernel and one of the DataProducer are dual to each
other at d, so that there is no communication error occurs at d. Similarly for k and c.
Type-Directed Compilation Processes with session types are guaranteed to follow
rigorous communication structures, given as types. By tracing this session type, we
know beforehand what and when processs will send and receive as messages. Using
this information, we can replace message passing in typed processes with direct memory write to a multicore chip.
3
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main : {
main : {
r1 : = g e t I d l e C o r e
r2 : = g e t I d l e C o r e
r3 : = g e t I d l e C o r e
r4 : = g e t I d l e C o r e
f o r k dataProducer a t r1
f o r k keyProducer a t r2
f o r k k e r n e l a t r3
f o r k consumer a t r4
yield
}
}

keyProducer : {
key : byte [ 1 2 8 ]
ack : byte [ 0 ]
main : {
/ / produce key
get ack
put key i n r3 . key
jump main
}
}

dataProducer : {
data : byte [ 1 2 8 ]
ack : byte [ 0 ]
main : {
/ / produce data
get ack
put data i n r3 . data
jump main
}
}

consumer : {
b u f : byte [ 1 2 8 ]
ack : byte [ 0 ]
main : {
get b u f f
/ / consume b u f
put ack i n r3 . ack
jump main
}
}

kernel : {
data : byte [ 1 2 8 ]
key : byte [ 1 2 8 ]
b u f : byte [ 1 2 8 ]
ackD : byte [ 0 ]
ackK : byte [ 0 ]
ackC : byte [ 0 ]
main : {
put ackD i n r1 . ack
put ackK i n r2 . ack
get data ; get key
r5 : = 128; jump l o o p
}
loop : {
when r5 < 0 jump done
r6 : = data [r4 ] ; r7 : = key [r4 ]
b u f [r4 ] : = r7 xor r6 ;
jump l o o p
}
done : {
get ackS
put sum i n r1 . arg
jump main
}
}

Figure 1: L0 code for the stream example
Since our purpose is to have type-safe compilation, we use a typed assembly language [13] targeted at distributed memory CMP and NoC [1, 5], which we call L0 for
brevity. L0 is built on top of MIL [20], which in turn is a multi-threaded extension of
TAL [13]. Task scheduling is accomplished by loading a program into a core. This
includes copying from the main memory the code and the data required for a run of the
core, as well as a snapshot of the current register values.
Figure 1 presents one possible result of compiling our running example into L0.
As we observed, all typed message passing is replaced by DMA primitives, using addresses of the variables in the local memory of a target core for remote asynchronous
writes, where the addresses are shared at the time a thread is launched.
The block associated with identifier main defines a program comprising, in this case,
a single basic block, also named main. The program is intended to be uploaded at
some core and its execution launched. Cores terminate their execution with a special
instruction yield, thus joining the pool of available cores. Cores requiring extra workers
get hold idle cores by issuing an instruction of the form r1 := getIdleCore. The first fork
instruction in main.main copies program dataProducer to the core in register r1 , copies a
snapshot of its registers to the target core, and launches the execution of basic block
dataProducer.main. Notice that by getting first the number of required cores and then
forking the threads we guarantee that each thread knows all other cores (including its
own) via registers r1 to r4 .
The program associated with identifier dataProducer defines a program comprising
two buffer declarations (named data and ack) and a basic block (named main). The core
running this program writes its data buffer into the kernel’s data buffer, but first needs to
make sure it can overwrite the latter. We do all this with L0’s support for DMA operations. Instruction get ack blocks the core until a corresponding put instruction is issued,
namely via instruction put ackD in r1 .ack in basic block kernel.done and the data is safely
written. After put, the producer asynchronously writes its buffer (with put data in r3 .data),
for which the kernel waits with aget data instruction.
Program kernel declares three buffers (two incoming, one outgoing), and another
three (empty) buffers used for acknowledgements, signals the data and the key producers that the respective buffers can be written, waits for the completion of the write oper-
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Figure 2: Double-Buffering
ations, and embarks on a loop to fill the outgoing (buf) buffer. Finally it asynchronously
writes this buffer into the arg buffer at core consumer before restarting the process. Instruction when r4 <0 jump done is expanded into the two instructions r4 := r4 − 1; if r4 == 0 jump done,
providing for loops.
Shared Channels. The example under consideration does not use shared access to
main memory. However, it is natural that a program which accepts multiple requests
at a shared channel (located at main memory), receives a request, then forks a thread
to one of the available cores. Generally this demands multiple clients to invoke a
shared channel concurrently. In this and related schemes, a shared initial channel can
be effectively realised by the combination of traditional load and store instructions
together with mutual exclusion primitives (lock [20] or compare and swap) and DMAs.
Further Topics Our approach is based on a simple premise: session types offer rigorous abstraction of conversation structures, and, as far as concurrent programs can be
represented as a collection of conversations, we can use their types in order to realise
the same conversations through asynchronous data transfers among local memories of
multiple cores, instead of message passing. Processes offer readable, transparent program structures, as well as a target of translation, and types guarantee type-safety of
compiled code.
There are several topics which we could not discuss in this abstract. We however
briefly touch one topic, which is important for practical implementation. The processbased representation of stream can be made more asynchronous, by transforming the
protocol structure slightly. The transformation is simple. For brevity we consider threeparty interactions, from a single source to the kernel to the consumer, and only present
the session type of the kernel. Let s be a channel used for data-transfer with the righthand side, while k is with the left-hand side; and “s C ReadyA;” (resp. “s B ReadyA”)
sends (resp. receives) a signal which tells A is empty.
s C ReadyA; s C ReadyB;
µt.s? hT i; k B ReadyA; k! hT i; s C ReadyA; ; s? hT i; k B ReadyB; k! hT i; t
This type says: first it sends signal to s; then it gets the data into A from s; once the
data transfer is completed and it gets the signal to tell A is free from k, then it starts
transferring the data to k; similarly for B. This scheme is close to so-called double
buffering technique used in multicore processors [10], as shown in Figure 2: indeed,
by the same translation scheme, this conversation structure is compiled into a (type-
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safe) double-buffering implementation of streams, which is much more efficient than
the original version due to the exploitation of asynchrony.
This alternative presentation suggests inherent flexibility in compilation and execution of concurrent programs in CMP and other extremely concurrent computing environments, opening new opportunities and challenges. For example we may need more
flexibility and generality in type structures (as in the case of, for example, the typing
for the process representing double buffering discussed above), new compilation and
static analysis techniques, new runtime architectures, and new abstractions. Research
from multiple directions (here we only refer to [2, 6, 7] among many closely related
and/or complementary works) will be needed to explore this rich field of structured
concurrent programming.
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Abstract
Synchronization ensures exclusive access to shared variables at runtime,
and unique-access control gives similar guarantees at compilation time.
We propose to integrate synchronization into access control in a Java-like
language: Synchronization is based on lockable shared variables accessible
only in the presence of corresponding (partially unique) tokens. We get
more freedom in expressing synchronization at appropriate points, and
the influence of concurrency on the program structure becomes weaker.

1

Motivation

Concurrency is an important aspects of programming where we urgently need
more advanced support. Independently, there is work on language concepts for
describing software architectures at a higher level [1] where techniques allowing
us to constrain access to objects in certain ways play an important role.
In this abstract we consider synchronization to be just a special case of a
technique to ensure unique access. These aspects fit together quite naturally.
However, while access control mechanisms are static we regard synchronization
as inherently dynamic. To overcome this discrepancy we add a dynamic quality
to access control. This approach promises to give us a number of advantages:
• Programmers think in terms of software architecture and accessibility of
methods and variables, and the compiler ensures proper synchronization.
Concurrency need not dominate the program structure.
• Unique access does not depend on threads. Even when using a conventional thread model the identity of threads does not play any role.
• Interfaces specify accessibility and (implicitly) synchronization. Clients
get all information they need to avoid synchronization conflicts.
• There is more freedom in ensuring synchronization at appropriate places.
We can safely move synchronization from servers to clients.
In one aspect the proposed concept resembles the SCOOP model of Eiffel [6]
where preconditions represent synchronization conditions: Synchronization depends only on current values of variables in objects. There is no need for wait
and notify as in Java because variable values can represent waiting conditions.
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!x:τ
x:τ
∗x:τ
x:σ?τ

(variable x is of type τ ; exclusive access; x cannot be locked)
(variable x is of type τ ; exclusive access; x can be locked)
(variable x is of type τ ; shared read-access; x can be locked))
(if x of type σ, execute method with [x:σ -> x:τ ] while x locked)

Table 1: Kinds of tokens representing knowledge about instance variable x

2

Accessibility and Synchronization

In most language concepts ensuring unique access, programmers specify quite
directly that some object is accessible only through a specific reference, this is,
there cannot exist aliases [3]. To support aliasing we take a different approach
expressing accessibility of specific object parts: Programmers annotate
• references with tokens expressing partially unique knowledge about (otherwise usually not visible) variables of the referenced objects1 ;
• methods with required tokens (this is, what clients must know before
method invocation) and ensured tokens (what clients will know on return).
We distinguish between four kinds of tokens as shown in Table 1. The first two
ensure unique access to variables protected by the variables x encoded in tokens
(see Sect. 3) while the third one supports shared read-access. Using the last
kind we must acquire a lock to get exclusive access. A literal can occur where
the syntax requires a type σ or τ , the type with this literal as its only instance.
We show the use of tokens by an example in a Java-like pseudo-language:
class Window {
public void iconify()[icon:true->icon:false]{..icon=false;...}
public void uniconify()[icon:false->icon:true]{..icon=true;...}
public void update(...)[sync:Unit->sync:Unit]{...}
public Window(...)[->sync:Unit?Unit, !icon:false]{...}
private boolean icon = false;
private Unit sync = new Unit();
}
A client can invoke iconify only with unique knowledge about icon to be
of value true because of a required token icon:true to the left of -> in the
annotation within square brackets. While executing iconify the value of icon
must change to false according to the ensured token to the right of ->. A
new instance of Window gets a token !icon:false, and according to it we can
invoke iconify without synchronization. Tokens can move from one reference
to another as side-effects of parameter passing and assignment:
Window[icon:true] foo(Window[icon:false->] w)
{ if(...) {w.iconify(); return w;} else {return null;} }
On invocation of foo a token icon:false moves from the argument to the
parameter w, and on return icon:true moves from w or null to the result of
foo. We assume null to be associated with every token since no methods are
1 Programmers annotate only formal parameters and results of methods. A compiler can
infer corresponding annotations of local variables, instance variables, and class variables.
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a≡b b≡c
a≡b
a≡c
b≡a
a, b ≡ b, a
a, (b, c) ≡ (a, b), c
∗x:τ ≡ ∗x:τ, ∗x:τ
x:σ?τ ≡ x:σ?τ, x:σ?τ
a≡a

a≡b
a≦b
σ≤τ
!x:σ ≦ !x:τ
!x:τ ≦ x:τ

a ≡ a′ b ≡ b ′
a, b ≡ a′ , b′
a ≡ a, ǫ
x:σ?τ ≡ x:σ?σ, x:σ?τ

a≦b b≦c
a ≦ a′ b ≦ b ′
a optional
a≦c
a, b ≦ a′ , b′
a≦ǫ
σ≤τ
σ≤τ
σ ≤ σ′ τ ′ ≤ σ′
x:σ ≦ x:τ
∗x:σ ≦ ∗x:τ
x:σ?τ ′ , x:τ ′ ?τ ≦ x:σ ′ ?τ
!x:τ ≦ x:τ ?τ
x:τ ≦ ∗x:τ
x:σ?τ ≦ x:σ?τ ′ , x:τ ′ ?τ

Table 2: Equivalence ≡ and subsumption ≦ of token sequences
invokable through null. When executing w.iconify() the token icon:false
moves from w to this of the window referenced by w, and then icon:true
moves from this to w. The value of icon can be modified only if this has a
corresponding unique token, and as a side-effect this token is modified, too.
Table 2 shows an equivalence and subsumption relation on comma-separated
token lists. Tokens a can be used where tokens b are expected if a ≦ b holds. For
example, we can use !icon:false where icon:false is expected. Tokens of the
forms ∗x:τ and x:σ?τ can be duplicated while the compiler prevents duplication
of unique tokens of the forms !x:τ and x:τ .
Tokens of the form x:σ?τ build the basis for synchronization. Several clients
can have the same token. Through a reference annotated with x:σ?τ we invoke
a method requiring x:σ and ensuring x:τ . However, execution is delayed until
variable x has a value of type σ and is not locked; then, during execution there
is an exclusive write-lock on x, and the token x:σ of this must be modified
to x:τ as side-effect of an assignment to x if τ differs from σ. When invoking
a method requiring ∗x:σ it is sufficient to acquire a shared read-lock. Table 3
shows essential parts of type checking rules for invocations to ensure that clients
b→b′

have all required tokens and to infer locks to be acquired: In a −−−→ a′/l the
list a contains available tokens and a′ tokens remaining after invocation, b are
the required and b′ the ensured tokens, and l is the list of needed locks.
In our example, the constructor ensures sync:Unit?Unit (where Unit need
not support any method). Several references to the same window can be annotated with this token. When invoking update we get mutual exclusion as
with synchronized methods in Java, but there is an important difference: While
Java’s monitor concept allows the thread holding a lock on an object to invoke
further methods of this object, locks in our approach do not belong to threads,
and in the body of update (and all methods invoked by update) we must not use
sync:Unit?Unit again to avoid deadlocks. Instead, we make use of sync:Unit
associated with this in the body of update, this is, we apply access control
instead of synchronization. We get more safety and possibly more efficiency at
the cost of more verbose annotations needed to ensure unique access.
Using tokens of the form !x:τ (instead of x:τ ) clients can decide if they
prefer access control or synchronization. According to Table 2 we can replace
!icon:true with icon:true?false and icon:false?true allowing two clients
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b→b′

ǫ→ǫ

a −−→ a/ǫ

b→b′

a −−−→ a′/l

a −−−→ a′/l

c,b→b′

a −−−−→ c, a′/l

c, a −−−−→ a′/l

b→c,b′

b→b′

b→b′

a −−−→ a′/l
x:σ,b→x:τ,b′

x:σ?τ, a −−−−−−−−→ a′/wlock(x:σ), l

a −−−→ a′/l
∗x:τ,b→∗x:τ,b′

x:τ ?τ, a −−−−−−−−−→ a′/rlock(x:τ ), l

Table 3: Token checking and lock inference for method invocation (simplified)
to independently and repeatedly invoke iconify and uniconify. Synchronization is implicit by waiting until icon is of appropriate value. Such rules are
applicable only if the types in ?-tokens build cycles, this is, method invocations cause the variable again and again to get values of each type in the cycle.
This concept presumes clients to repeatedly invoke methods corresponding to
all ?-tokens in their scopes. Hence, ?-tokens must not get lost. Token lists not
containing ?-tokens are optional, and a rule in Table 2 allows us to remove them.
To break cycles built by ?-tokens we put the corresponding variable into a
stop mode causing clients to get exceptions instead of a lock on the variable.

3

Static Guarantees

Static type checking gives the following guarantees:
• Always at most one thread can write to a variable y. All methods writing
to a shared variable y must require a token !x:τ or x:τ – all tokens with
the same x and with arbitrary type τ . The instance or class variable x
protects y. No two tokens of the form !x:τ or x:τ must exist simultaneously
with the same x belonging to the same object. We ensure uniqueness by
avoiding token duplication wherever aliases may be introduced.
• A variable y is readable only while no other thread can simultaneously
write to y. All methods possibly reading from an instance or class variable
y must require a token !x:τ , x:τ , or ∗x:τ where variable x protects y.
• Synchronization is continuous: There are sequences of method invocations
causing all invoked methods to become executable (if all methods terminate in finite time). We require cycles on the types in tokens of the form
x:σ?τ and avoid loss of such tokens. Cycles can occur only if methods
changing tokens according to each step in the cycles actually exist. Tokens in annotations of class and instance variables easily get lost. Such
variables must not be annotated with ?-tokens.
• As a simple approach to ensure deadlock freeness we create a global ordering of variable names and check for all tokens used as required tokens or
associated with formal parameters (to the left of ->) in a method if each
x in tokens of the form x:σ?τ precedes each y in tokens of the form y:τ or
∗y:τ . We can get false positives because of missing static information and
propose to issue a warning instead of an error message if a check fails.
• Subtyping considers tokens and, therefore, synchronization and access control according to the principle of substitutability.
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Annotations of variables (but not parameters) can depend on current values
of variables in tokens. Such annotations are lengthy and instable when expressed
explicitly. Fortunately, a compiler can infer them: It collects information about
available as well as required tokens from specifications of invoked methods. All
tokens available for a variable at the end of a method are regarded as annotations
of the variable depending on the ensured tokens of the method. These tokens are
assumed as available at the begin of methods requiring corresponding tokens.

4

Discussion and Related Work

In the proposed approach, concurrency is based on threads, locks, and values of shared variables. In this respect there are similarities with the SCOOP
model [6]. Both models disclose information on the variables used for synchronization. The way how and the time when such information becomes available
to clients is different: Every client can get access to such variables at runtime in
the SCOOP model while access control in our model causes much information
to be available at compilation time and usually only few clients can access the
variables. The access control mechanism adds a new dimension to concurrent
programming and reduces the importance of dynamic synchronization.
There are many approaches to ensure unique access [4], most of them by
avoiding aliases. The token-based approach used in this work was developed
from process types [7], an object-oriented variant of linear types. This concept
restricts the way how objects can be accessed. Tokens express all information
clients need to provide required and avoid conflicting synchronization [8].
In the author’s previous work, tokens always have been separate entities
without relationship to variables. It is a new contribution to regard tokens as
static abstractions of concrete variables that can be locked. The kinds of tokens
in Table 1 were developed as a consequence. They turned out to be useful for
simple programs. Some other kinds of tokens were rejected because they either
were not consistent with more important tokens or turned out to be less useful.
This work has the following goals: Program structures implied by concurrency shall be independent from those implied by object-oriented principles,
and program code shall be stable when refactoring concurrency. It is important that method specifications do not distinguish between access control and
synchronization. We can invoke a method in many different contexts. The
code is stable because most likely we need not change the method if we replace
synchronization with access control or move the point of synchronization.
By locking variables instead of objects we get finer granularity for synchronization and keep concurrency independent from object-oriented factorization.
We can create new threads as in Java or as side-effect of invoking asynchronous methods as in Polyphonic C# [2]. In contrast to those in Java, threads
in our approach need not have any identity: The thread that acquired a lock
is in no way privileged compared to other threads because only the (statically
checked) availability of tokens counts, not the thread identity.
The proposed approach exposes more information to clients than necessary:
Synchronization used only to ensure simple mutual exclusion (as expressed by
sync:Unit?Unit) need not be visible and can be added later on without changing interfaces [8]. We can avoid exposure of such information (and thereby
soften dependences between concurrency and object factorization) by making
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tokens implicit through special cases in our mechanism. However, even implicit
tokens can suffer from deadlocks and become visible in corresponding warnings.
There are approaches to concurrent object-oriented programming that avoid
low-level locking and still ensure atomicity [5]. It is an open question how to
combine such techniques with access control.

5

Conclusions

Synchronization and access control ensuring unique access to shared variables fit
together quite naturally. We explored an approach to integrate synchronization
resembling that in the SCOOP model into a token-based access control mechanism. It turned out to be possible and beneficial to annotate methods with
access information not distinguishing between static access control and dynamic
synchronization. Static type checking ensures unique access to shared variables
as well as continuity of synchronization.
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Abstract
We introduce a symbolic characterisation of the operational semantics of
COWS, a formal language for specifying and combining service-oriented applications, while modelling their dynamic behaviour. This alternative semantics avoids
infinite representations of COWS terms due to the value-passing nature of communication. Finite representations can pave the way for the development of efficient
analytical tools, such as e.g. behavioural equivalences and model checkers. We
illustrate our approach through a ‘translation (web) service’ scenario.

1 Introduction
The recent success of e-business, e-learning, e-government, and other similar emerging
models, has led the World Wide Web, initially thought of as a system for human use,
to evolve towards an architecture for service-oriented computing (SOC) supporting
automated use. SOC advocates the use of loosely coupled ‘services’, to be understood
as autonomous, platform-independent, computational entities that can be described,
published, discovered, and assembled, as the basic blocks for building interoperable
and evolvable applications. The most successful instantiation of the SOC paradigm
are probably the web services, that are sets of operations that can be invoked through
the Web via XML messages complying with given standard formats. To support the
web service approach, several new languages and technologies have been designed and
many international companies have invested a lot of efforts.
Current software engineering technologies for SOC, however, remain at the descriptive level and lack rigorous formal foundations. We are still experiencing a gap
between practice (programming) and theory (formal methods and analysis techniques)
in the design of SOC applications. The challenges come from the necessity of dealing
at once with issues like communication, co-operation, resource usage, security, failures,
etc. in a setting where demands and guarantees can be very different for the many different components. Many researchers have hence put forward the idea of using process
calculi that, due to their algebraic nature, convey in a distilled form the compositional
programming style of SOC. Thus, many process calculi have been designed (see e.g.
[3, 2, 8, 6, 1, 4]), addressing one aspect or another of SOC and aiming at assessing the
adequacy of diverse sets of primitives w.r.t. modelling, combining and analysing SOC
applications.
∗ This

work has been partially supported by the EU project SENSORIA, IST-2005-016004.
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By taking inspiration from well-known process calculi and from the standard language for orchestration of web services WS-BPEL [12], in [10] we have designed
COWS (Calculus for Orchestration of Web Services), a process calculus for specifying and combining service-oriented applications, while modelling their dynamic behaviour. We have shown that COWS can model distinctive features of web services,
such as, e.g., correlation-based communication, compensating activities, service instances and interactions among them.
Equivalence and model checkers, and other similar verification tools, do not work
directly on syntactic specifications but rather on abstract representations of the behaviour of processes. Thus, for value-passing languages, such as COWS, using an
inappropriate representation can lead to unfeasible verifications. Indeed, according to
the COWS’s original operational semantics, if the communicable values range over
an infinite value set (e.g. natural numbers, strings), the behaviour of a service that
performs a receive activity is modelled by an infinite abstract representation. Such
representation is a Labelled Transition System whose initial state has infinite outgoing
edges, each labelled with an input label having a different value as argument and leading to a different state. Hence, by taking inspiration from Hennessy and Lin [7], we
are currently defining a symbolic operational semantics for COWS. The new semantics
associates a finite representation to each COWS term and can therefore pave the way
for devising efficient reasoning mechanisms and tools to analyse COWS terms.
In the rest of this abstract, we presents syntax and main features of COWS ‘at
work’ on modelling an Italian-English translation (web) service (Section 2), and discuss verification problems and the major intuitions underlying the symbolic operational
semantics for COWS (Section 3).

2

COWS: a Calculus for Orchestration of Web Services

In this section, we present COWS main features and syntax in a step-by-step fashion
while modelling an Italian-English translation (web) service. Due to lack of space,
here we only provide an informal account of the semantics of COWS and refer the
interested reader to [10, 9] for a formal presentation, for examples illustrating peculiarities and expressiveness of the language, and for comparisons with other process-based
and orchestration formalisms.
Let us consider a web service that provides to its customers an Italian-English translation service. Specifically, when the service is invoked by a customer, that communicates first her partner name and then an Italian word, it replies to the request with
either the corresponding English word or the string “unknown word”. A high-level
specification of the service can be rendered in COWS as follows:
[x] t • req?x . [y] t • word?y . x • resp!trans(y)

(1)

where t is the translation service partner name, req, word and resp are operation names,
x and y are variables that store the customer partner name and the Italian word to be
translated respectively, and trans( ) is a total function that maps a large subset of Italian words to the corresponding English ones and returns the string “unknown word”
for all words that do not appear in the Italian words set. The service simply performs
a sequence of two receive activities t • req?x and t • word?y, corresponding to reception
of a request and of an Italian word sent by a customer, and replies with the translated
word, by invoking the operation resp of the customer by means of the invoke activity
x • resp!trans(y). Receives and invokes are the basic communication activities provided
2
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by COWS. Besides input parameters and sent values, they indicate the endpoint, i.e.
a pair p • o made of a partner name p and an operation name o, through which the
communication should occur. Differently from most process calculi, receive activities
in COWS bind neither names nor variables. The only binding construct is delimitation:
[d] s binds the delimited object d in the scope s (the notions of bound and free occurrences of a delimited object are defined accordingly). For example, the service (1)
uses the delimitation operator to declare the scope of variables x and y. An inter-service
communication takes place when the arguments of a receive and of a concurrent invoke
along the same endpoint do match1 , and causes replacement of the variables arguments
of the receive with the corresponding values arguments of the invoke (within the scope
of variables declarations). For example, variable x will be initialised by the first receive
activity with data provided by a customer.
At a lower level, the service could be described in terms of three entities composed
by using the parallel composition operator | that allows them to be concurrently executed and to interact with each other. Then, the COWS specification of the translation
service can be
[reqDB1, reqDB2, respDB1, respDB2] ( Translator | DB1 | DB2 )

(2)

The delimitation operator is used here to declare that reqDB1, reqDB2, respDB1 and
respDB2 are private operation names known to the three components Translator, DB1
and DB2, and only to them (at least initially, since during a computation private names
can be exported exactly as in π-calculus). The three subservices are defined as follows:
Translator , [x] t • req?x . [y] t • word?y .
[k] ( t • reqDB1!y | [x1 ] t • respDB1?x1 . ( kill(k) | {|x • resp!x1 |} )
| t • reqDB2!y | [x2 ] t • respDB2?x2 . ( kill(k) | {|x • resp!x2 |} ) )
DB1 , t • reqDB1?“a”. t • respDB1!“to”
+ t • reqDB1?“albero”. t • respDB1!“tree”
+ . . . + t • reqDB1?“zucca”. t • respDB1!“pumpkin”
DB2 , [z] ( t • reqDB2?z. t • respDB2!“unknown word”
+ t • reqDB2?“a”. t • respDB2!“to”
+ t • reqDB2?“abate”. t • respDB2!“abbot”
+ . . . + t • reqDB2?“zuppo”. t • respDB2!“soaked” )
Service Translator is publicly invocable and can interact with customers other than
with the ‘internal’ services DB1 and DB2. These latter two services, instead, can only
be invoked by Translator (indeed, all the operations used by them are restricted) and
have the task of looking up in databases the English word corresponding to a given
Italian one and replying accordingly. In particular, DB1 performs a quick search in a
small database of commonly used words, while DB2 performs a slower search in a bigger database (that exactly corresponds to that modelled by the function trans( )). For
performance purposes, after the two initial receives, Translator invokes services DB1
and DB2 concurrently. When one of them replies, Translator immediately stops the
other search. This is done by executing the kill activity kill(k), that forces termination
of all unprotected parallel terms inside the enclosing [k] , that stops the killing effect.
Then, Translator forwards the response to the customer and terminates. Kill activities
1 The pattern-matching mechanism permits correlating messages logically forming a same interaction
‘session’ by means of their same contents.
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Figure 1: LTS and symbolic LTS for the translation service (high-level specification)
are executed eagerly with respect to the other parallel activities but critical code can be
protected from the effect of a forced termination by using the protection operator {| |};
this is indeed the case of the response x • resp!x1 in our example. Services DB1 and
DB2 use the choice operator + to offer alternative behaviours: one of them can be
selected by executing an invoke matching the receive leading the behaviour. In case
the word to be translated is unknown, DB1 does not reply, while DB2 returns the string
“unknown word”. Indeed, the semantics of parallel composition avoids that DB2 returns “unknown word” in case of known words. This is done by assigning the receive
t • reqDB2?z less priority than the other receive activities, so that it is only executed
when none of the other receives matches the word to be translated.

3 A symbolic operational semantics for COWS
In this section, we discuss verification problems and present the major intuitions underlying the symbolic operational semantics for COWS. A more detailed presentation
of the symbolic semantics can be found in [13].
Verification problems. When the considered specification language is a value-passing
process algebra and the value-space is infinite, using standard Labelled Transition Systems (LTSs) for the semantics can lead to infinite representations. For example, the
operational behaviour of service (1) can be represented by the infinite LTS in the lefthand side of Figure 1. Notably, for the sake of presentation, the LTSs shown in the
figures rely on an operational semantics in early style, where substitutions are applied
when receive actions are inferred. However, the problem of infinite representations
remains also in case of late semantics, due to the fact that the continuation of a receive
action with argument variables x̄ has to be considered under all substitutions for x̄.
The symbolic approach. To tackle the problems above, in [7] Hennessy and Lin have
introduced the so-called symbolic LTSs and used them to define finite semantical representations of terms of the value-passing CCS. For example, the symbolic LTSs corresponding to the COWS service (1) is shown in the right-hand side of Figure 1. The
symbolic actions t • req?x and t • word?y denote reception of generic values x and y
along endpoints t • req and t • word, respectively; the condition-guarded symbolic action
(z = trans(y) , x • resp!z) denotes sending of a generic value z such that z = trans(y).
Of course, for the same reasons, also the LTS representing the behaviour of service
(2) is infinite, while the corresponding symbolic LTS is finite. Indeed, if for the sake
of presentation we assume that database DB1 contains only the association for word
“a” and database DB2 contains only the associations for “a” and “abate”, the symbolic
LTS representing (2) is that shown in Figure 2.
4
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Figure 2: Symbolic LTS for the (simplified) translation service (low-level specification)
Applying the symbolic approach to COWS. We are currently defining a symbolic operational semantics for COWS. To achieve this goal, the main issue is to give receive
activities a proper semantics, because variables in their arguments are placeholders
for something to be received. For example, let us consider the service p • o?x.s. If
p • o?x

p • o?x.s −−−−−−→ s then the behaviour of the continuation service s must be considered
under all substitutions of the form {x 7→ v} (i.e. the semantics of s can intuitively be
thought of as a function λx s from values to services). In case of standard semantics for
π-calculus [11], for example, this problem is not tackled at the operational semantics
level, but it is postponed to the observational semantics level. In fact, in the definia(x)

tion of late bisimulation for π-calculus, whenever P is bisimilar to Q, if P −−−−→ P0
a(x)

then there is Q0 such that Q −−−−→ Q0 and P0 {u/x} is bisimilar to Q0 {u/x} for every
u. Thus, continuations P0 and Q0 are considered under all substitutions for x. Instead,
here we aim at defining an operational semantics for COWS that properly handles input
transitions, while allowing finite state LTSs to be associated to COWS terms.
The basic idea is to allow receive activities to evolve by performing a communication with the ‘external world’ (i.e. a COWS context), this way they do not need to
synchronise with invoke activities within the considered term. To avoid infinite branching (as in the case of early operational semantics), we replace variables with generic
values rather than with specific values. We denote by x the generic value for the variable x. This way, the term [x] ( p • o?x. q • o0 !x ) can evolve as follows:
p • o ?[x]

q • o0 !x

[x] ( p • o?x. q • o0 !x ) −−−−−−−→ q • o0 !x −−−−−−→ 0
Also receive activities having a value as argument (e.g. p • o?v) and invoke activities
(e.g. p • o!v) can evolve by communicating with the external world. Of course, these
kinds of communication do not produce substitutions.
When an external communication takes place, the behaviour of the continuation
service depends on the admittable values for the generic value. To take care of the
real values that the generic values can assume, we define a symbolic semantics for
COWS, where the label on each transition has two components: the condition that
must hold for the transition to be enabled and, as usual, the action of the transition.
Moreover, to store the conditions that must hold to reach a state and the names exported
along the path, we define the semantics over configurations of the form Φ, ∆ ` s,
called constrained services, where the condition Φ and the set of names ∆ are used
to determine the actions that s can perform. Thus, the symbolic transitions are of the
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Φ0 , α

form Φ, ∆ ` s1 −−−−→ Φ0 , ∆0 ` s2 , meaning “if the conditions Φ0 (such that Φ is a
subterm of Φ0 ) holds then s1 can perform the action α leading to s2 by extending the
set of exported private names ∆ to the set ∆0 ”.
All in all, a symbolic LTS associated to a COWS term conveys in a distilled form all
the semantics information of the term’s behaviour. More specifically, besides receive
transitions, symbolic representations take into account generation and exportation of
fresh names, pattern-matching, expressions evaluation, and priorities among conflicting receives. Dealing at once with all the above features at operational semantics level
makes the development of a symbolic semantics for COWS more complex than for
more standard calculi, such as value-passing CCS or π-calculus.
Work in progress. The symbolic operational semantics for COWS can pave the way
for the development of efficient equivalence and model checkers. In fact, the model
checking approach for COWS specifications presented in [5] does not support a fully
compositional verification methodology. It permits to analyse systems of services ‘as
a whole’, i.e. we cannot analyse isolated services (e.g. a provider service without
a proper client). This is somewhat related to the original semantics of COWS that,
although based on an LTS, follows a reduction style. Symbolic operational semantics
should permit to overcome this limitation. We are also defining a notion of bisimilarity
to characterise COWS terms that have the same behaviour, and intend to develop an
efficient symbolic characterisation. The behavioural equivalence above could be also
exploited to improve performance of model checking analyses, by reducing the size of
large LTSs while preserving the intended behaviour.
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Abstract
We briefly outline some of the paths being explored within two recently
initiated research projects on Computer Supported Mobile Adaptive Business Processes (CosmoBiz) and Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare Services
(TrustCare) to provide flexible process languages and models that allow
seamless, trustworthy distribution and mobility of workflows and business
process. In particular, we consider higher-order mobile embedded business processes, declarative versus imperative process specifications, and
communication-centric architectures versus distributed shared storage.

1

Introduction

Concurrent and distributed processes are becoming increasingly present, taking
many different forms: as machine code deployed on multi-core processors, as
parallel algorithms executed on grid computing networks, as service orchestrations, or even as computer supported workflows and global business processes.
A common challenge is that the level of concurrency and distribution is not
statically fixed or a priori known. It typically depends on the availability of
resources and capabilities of different processors, servers or localities.
Below we briefly outline some of the paths being explored within two recently
initiated research projects on Computer Supported Mobile Adaptive Business
Processes (CosmoBiz) and Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare Services (TrustCare) respectively, in addressing the challenge to provide process languages and
models that allow for seamless distribution and re-distribution of workflows
and business process. In particular, we consider higher-order mobile embedded business processes, declarative versus imperative process specifications, and
communication-centric architectures versus distributed shared storage.
∗ This work was funded in part by the Danish Research Agency (grant no.: 2106-07-0019,
no.: 274-06-0415 and no.: 2059-03-0031) and the IT University of Copenhagen (the TrustCare,
CosmoBiz and BPL projects).
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2

Higher-order Mobile Embedded BPEL

Services implemented and orchestrated by processes written in languages such
as WS-BPEL are being put forward as a means to achieve loosely coupled and
highly flexible computer supported business and work processes.
In the current architectures, the service topology is flat, i.e. no service is
a priori administrated by other services. In many applications however, an
instance of a service will be acting as a sub-instance of another service, which
e.g. should be reflected in the situation when one of the services terminates
abnormally. Another limitation of current architectures is that services are
deployed and managed by meta-level tools, i.e. one cannot write a business
process that automate deployment and management of processes.
In the paper [1] we propose and formalize a higher-order WS-BPEL-like
language called Higher-order mobile embedded BPEL (HomeBPEL), where processes are values that can be stored in variables and dynamically instantiated as
embedded sub-instances. A sub-instance is similar to a WS-BPEL scope, except
that it can be dynamically frozen during a session and stored as a process in a
variable. When frozen in a variable, the process instance can be sent to remote
services as any other content of variables and dynamically re-instantiated as a
local sub-instance continuing its execution. This conceptually relatively simple
idea results in a very powerful higher-order business process language allowing
to express a nested hierarchy of processes and business process management
processes.
We exemplify the use of HomeBPEL by an example of pervasive healthcare,
where instances of treatment workflows are moved between and executed locally
on mobile devices belonging to either the doctor or the patient, depending on
whether the treatment workflow requires actions by the doctor or it prescribes
actions carried out as self-treatment by the patient.
The investigation is part of the Computer Supported Mobile Adaptive Business Processes (CosmoBiz) project [10], which aims to provide a fully formalized
runtime engine for a business process language extended to allow for flexible mobile and disconnected operation of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems
as developed by Microsoft Development Center Copenhagen [12].
A key concern is to limit the gap between the source language, its formalization, and the implementation. To this end we currently work within the
model of bigraphical reactive systems on proving operational correspondence
between the concrete bigraphical semantics of WS-BPEL (which is close to the
concrete WS-BPEL syntax) and a more abstract semantics given by a second
bigraphical reactive system closer to process calculi. Another key concern is to
use the formalizations as basis for the development of type systems that can be
used to statically guarantee safe and reliable behavior. To this end we plan to
examine the approaches done for Boxed Ambients [6] and for the higher-order
π-calculus [13] on the safe integration of higher-order mobility and sessions.
Another interesting path for future research will be to examine different
primitives for management and manipulation of processes, such as sub-process
reflection and general manipulation, e.g. editing or joining of frozen sub-processes.
This relates to the work on Higher-Order (Petri) Nets and applications to workflow studied in [11].
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3

Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare Services

The Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare Services (TrustCare) project [8] is a
strategic interdisciplinary research collaboration between IT University of Copenhagen, Department of Computer Science, Copenhagen University and Resultmaker1 , a Copenhagen based software company developing workflow management systems for e.g. the public sector. The project combines experiences in
developing workflow management systems with research in programming languages technology, concurrency theory, logical frameworks, pervasive computing
and human computer interaction. The aim of the project is to contribute to the
foundations of IT-systems able to support trustworthy pervasive workflows and
services within the healthcare sector. This is an extremely challenging application domain, since by nature, healthcare services involve coordination of a
heterogeneous set of professionals and patients, across different locations, organizations, and sectors. Moreover, healthcare services are highly safety critical;
deal with sensitive medical data; and must be able to support dynamic changes
to adapt to inevitable evolution of treatment processes and unforeseen events.
One path being explored in the project is the use of declarative process
descriptions and shared storage architectures as opposed to imperative process
descriptions and message passing/communication-centric architectures such as
WS-BPEL. The current process model employed in the Resultmaker Online
Consultant workflow management system is indeed based on a patented declarative process model based on the specification of dynamically evaluated conditions for inclusion of activities in workflows (e.g. different kinds of predecessor
constraints between activities) and a shared storage architecture.
This is in line with a recent proposal by Van der Aalst and Pesic in [15]
to use LTL as the foundation for flexible declarative process languages. Van
der Aalst and Pesic argue that the use of imperative process languages often
leads to over-specification, which imposes too many constraints on the flows
and consequently amplifies the need for changes to the specified process. Based
on this, the authors propose a paradigm shift replacing the imperative process
languages with declarative process languages, in which one specifies only the
required constraints between work activities rather than a receipt for how the
constraints are resolved. (This is in fact a rebirth of 20 year old proposal by
Gabbay described in [5].)
So far, we have described in [14] how to formalize the key primitives of
the Online Consultant process model as Linear time Temporal Logic (LTL)
formulas. A workflow process is then described as the conjunction of temporal
constraints, e.g. specifying that an activity A must happen before another
activity B or that some activity B must be re-executed every time the activity
A has been executed. A concrete example of the latter is when B is the activity
of signing a contract and activity A is the activity of changing the content of
the contract.
Van der Aalst and Pesic [15] and our work in [14] focus on the temporal
constraints. However, we would like to stress that this approach could equally
well be applied to the spatial aspects, that is, the specification of distribution
and uses of resources. Part of our future work will thus be to investigate the
use of declarative models, e.g. adding spatial [4] and so-called independence (or
1 See

hhttp://www.resultmaker.comi
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true concurrency) modalities [7] to the specification logics, to describe flexible
distributed workflow processes that may be seamlessly dynamically distributed,
changed or re-distributed.
Related to this we are investigating the development and use of (timed) concurrent constraint programming for workflow and business process management,
which to our surprise is as yet almost unexplored.
As a possible architecture for a distributed declarative process engine we will
investigate distributed shared storages. A key point here is that the interaction
happens through a (possibly transparently) distributed storage and not as explicit communications between localities. However, at some level one has to
consider the communication between different localities. This raises the natural
question of how to map from a global description to a distributed end-point description, in particular to specify and implement reliable and secure interfaces
between end-points. In addressing the former question we plan to investigate
the research on communication-centric computation and translations between
global descriptions to local end-point descriptions in [2, 3] and in general the
use of behavioral types.
A related question is how to support reliable and trustworthy interfaces between services and human actors/end-points. We plan to address this question
by investigating extensions of pervasive user interfaces based on the paradigm of
activity-based computing, e.g. to include dynamically generated user interface
components based on behavioral types and end-point projections.
An interesting challenge to the existing methods is to be able to deal with
dynamic changes in behavioral interfaces, i.e. by dynamic end-point projections,
which may be needed to cope with the fact that workflow processes may need to
be dynamically changed. We intend to investigate the use of proof carrying code
techniques and (concurrent) logical frameworks as a foundation for trustworthy
dynamic changes of interfaces.

4

Conclusions

To summarize, the two projects CosmoBiz and TrustCare outlined above both
address the challenge to provide flexible process languages and models that
allow seamless, trustworthy distribution and mobility of workflows and business
process. But so far from two different sides. The former project so far considers
imperative process languages extended with primitives for higher order mobile
embedded processes and formalized as bigraphical reactive systems. This has
resulted in a proposal and formalization of HomeBPEL, forming the foundation
for further studies of type systems for higher order processes. On the other
hand, the latter project focus on declarative process languages formalized in
temporal logics and implemented using logical frameworks. While declarative
process languages has been proposed as a means to achieve more flexible process
descriptions with respect to the logical ordering of actions, we point out that it
may well also be used to achieve more flexible process descriptions with respect
to the spatial distribution and truly concurrent execution of actions. The two
projects will of course not run in isolation — in particular, we intend to study
the use of (declarative) higher order primitives in the latter and the use of
declarative languages and distributed shared storage in the former. (Research
on the use of bigraphical reactive systems as the foundation for an XML-centric
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distributed shared storage coordination middleware has in fact already been
initiated in [9].)
Finally, we expect to contribute to the study of projections from global descriptions to local end-points and interfaces, in particular in researching how to
support changes to processes, dynamic generation and verification of interfaces,
and the generation of human user interfaces.
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